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Ryubasteon's Games

Title Platform Genre Release 
Year Description

.hack//INFECTION 
(Part 1) PlayStation 2 Action; RPG 2003

• Simulated MMORPG: no internet Connection Required! 
• Dual voiceover: choose either English or Japanese for a totally immersive experience 
• Multiple Quests with detailed environments that transform in real time Combine keyworks to generate customized fields 
• Includes an exclusive DVD containing a 45 minute original Anime movie! Watch it and uncover clues on how to solve the mystery of .hack! 

.hack//MUTATION 
(Part 2) PlayStation 2 RPG 2003

In part 2 of this episodic, 4-part double-disc masterpiece, your remarkable party members meet up with the characters from .hack//SIGN television series, to support you through 
your painstaking journey to the truth.

What is the developer of "The World" hiding? Kite continues his quest, armed with the forbidden abilities of Data Drain and Gate Hacking. Will he be able to save Orca and the other 
coma victims...? 

• Bring your save date over from Part 1 and hit the ground running in Part 2 with your leveled up characters and items. 
• Dual voice-over: choose either Japanese or English for a totally immersive experience. 
• Combine Keywords to generate customized fields. 
• Continuation of .hack saga from Part 1. 
• Continuation of .hack//LIMINALITY in 30 min bonus DVD 
• Characters from the .hack//SIGN animated series make an appearance!
• Bonus mini game: Grunty Race! 
• Additional features can be added to Grunties on the field. 

.hack//OUTBREAK 
(Part 3) PlayStation 2 RPG 2003

In the 3rd chapter of the .hack saga, "The World" continues to deteriorate as the virus spreads out of control. As the outlaw player, Kite, you must choose your strategy wisely. Not 
only is the OUTBREAK affecting "The World" in the game, but now repercussions are being felt in the real world too. Is there a way to stop this outbreak? Where does the answer to 
the mystery lie? Fight through contaminated cyberspace as you take on and eliminate enemies, and unlock codes to gate hack to even more environments. Will you ever find out 
who or what is behind this nightmare and wake Orca from his coma? 

• Bring your save data over from Part 2 and hit the ground running in Part 3 with your leveled up characters and items. 
• Simulated MMORPG: no internet connection required. 
• Dual Voiceover: Choose either English or Japanese for a totally immersive experience. 
• Encounter characters from the television series. 

.hack//QUARANTINE 
(Part 4) PlayStation 2 RPG 2004

In this, the final episode in the .hack saga, play as the outlaw player Kite to finally unravel the mystery behind "The World". And this time it's against the clock...

As events in "The World" continue to create havoc in the real world, CC Corp faces increasing pressure to move the game servers offline game servers offline, meaning certain 
death for all comatose victims. It's up to you now. Can you cure this virus and restore order in "The World?" And can you do it before time runs out for your friend, Orca?

• Bring your save data over from Part 3 and hit the ground running in Part 4 with your leveled up characters and items. 
• Encounter and trade with your favorite .hack//SIGN characters! Simulated MMORPG: no internet connection required! 
• Dual Voiceover: Choose either English or Japanese for a totally immersive experience. 

.hack//G.U. Vol. 1: 
Rebirth

PlayStation 2 RPG; Adventure 2006 The hit sci-fi fantasy video game and TV series is back to deliver an epic, immersive RPG experience on the PlayStation 2 computer entertainment system. What if what you do as a 
player in a game impacted your real world? What is reality? .hack has pursued this innovative concept in the previous 4-part series where "The World" was ultimately destroyed. 
Years after the events of the first .hack series, "The World" was rebuilt.

As a new player, you are saved on your first day in "The World" from several PKs (Player Killers) by a mysterious man. From this day on, you have dedicated your time to hunt down 
PKs, and have become known throughout "The World" as the feared "Terror of Death."

Word in "The World" is that the legendary PK you have been searching for has surfaced, and you must now set out to find "it." Your world is thrown into chaos when you finally 
encounter this PK, and are defeated by him…

• Delve deeper into "The World" – Featuring an enthralling storyline that builds upon the excitement of the first .hack series
• Special items for .hack fans – Utilize your save data from the first .hack series and unlock a special surprise
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• Realistic interactions – Communicate with your partners using the all-new communication features and an upgraded interface
• Hack the game - All new features allow for greater hacking abilities. Manipulate "The World" to your advantage
• Strengthen your alliances! – Form a guild with other PCs; share information, trade items, and reap the benefits of their knowledge

.hack//G.U. Vol. 2: 
Reminisce PlayStation 2 RPG 2007

After the massive battle with Tri-Edge at the conclusion of ".hack(R)//G.U. Vol. 1: Rebirth," Haseo and friends learn they are incapable of logging out of "The World". As the life of 
one of their own hangs in the balance, Haseo's party begins a race against time to purge game servers of corrupted data. Players will enjoy a fully upgraded battle system including 
new fighting styles and in-depth party and steam bike customization. Unique to ".hack//G.U.Vol. 2: Reminisce," a new mini card game called Crimson VS will provide players with the 
opportunity to collect cards, compile the ultimate deck and compete against others in Crimson VS tournaments throughout "The World". Breathtaking cinematics reveal dramatic 
interweaving plot lines and gorgeous new environments that will keep players enthralled for hours. With an exciting storyline and lots of action set within a MMO setting, 
".hack//G.U.Vol. 2: Reminisce" will have players reminiscing over the ".hack//G.U." series for ages. 

.hack//G.U. Vol. 
3//Redemption PlayStation 2 RPG 2007

The final installment of the exciting .hack//G.U. trilogy logs players back in to "The World" and answers all of their burning questions. 

In the year 2017, the most popular game is an MMORPG called "The World." Some players have found out the hard way that "The World" can be a dangerous place, with people 
falling into comas in real life after their characters are killed in the video game. The servers have been infected, so login at your own risk. 

In .hack//G.U. Vol. 3: Redemption, the evil entity infecting servers of the game have broken free and are reaking havoc in the real world. Haseo and his friends must ask themselves 
if they can make the ultimate sacrifice in order to save the world. 

• Is this really the end? - All questions from the series will finally be answered! 
• Enhanced Battle system – Haseo and his Avatar evolve into new forms and utilize new, more powerful attacks
• New Awakenings – Haseo gains a new Awakening power to deal out more damage to his enemies 
• New Arena battles-Conquer the final tier of the Arena Battles to become the Sage Palace Emperor!
• New locations – Investigate two new root towns and two new dungeons, as well as a massive hundred level dungeon unlocked after you beat the game called the Forrest of 

Pain 
• Steam Bike – All new parts to customize your steam bike and five new steam bike missions
• The Best of Friends – Choose from 22 different characters to join your party. 
• New Crimson VS cards – step up the card battle action with all new cards

ActRaiser SNES Action; Strategy 1990

Actraiser 2 SNES Action 1993

Alundra PlayStation RPG; 
Action/Adventure 1997 Between the Worlds of Light and Dark, Between the State of Conscious and Unconscious, Lies the Realm of the Dream Walker Alundra.

Alundra 2 PlayStation RPG 2000

Ar Nosurge: Ode to an 
Unborn Star

PlayStation 3 RPG 2014 Ar Nosurge Ode To An Unborn Star is a Fantasy, Sci-fi, '7 Dimension' RPG, that takes place in a world where music and song can create magic. It tells the compelling story of a 
civilisation that lost their planet and has been roaming the edge of space for 2000 years in search of a new home. 

The player follows two sets of characters: Delta and Casty, whose goal is to protect humanity and save the world, and Ion & Earthes, who are trying to find Ion a way home to Earth. 
The player can interchange between both pairs and soon discover a way to combine their storylines and strengths to eventually solve the mystery that shrouds their ongoing 
struggle. 

Much like most titles developed by Gust, this is an intricately deep turn-based RPG and it includes a detailed synthesis system for players to create their own items. Additionally, Ar 
Nosurge: Ode to an Unborn Star has a unique character development system that focuses more on the bonds/ relationships between the main characters than their success in 
missions and battles, as the player's party grows stronger if the characters have a closer relationship. Additionally, when in battle, character pairs fight together. 

One is always the first line of defence, attacking enemies in melee with knives and swords while protecting the other, who is weaving a song to fend off enemies. The longer the 
song lasts the more damage it creates- not only to enemies visible on screen, but to ones that are in line to attack. FEATURES o Synthesis system for item creation. o Unique 
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character development system- based on in game character bonds (friendship/ romance) o Impressive length - typically around 100 hours o Anime-like sci fi scenario. 

• Synthesis system for item creation
• Unique character development system based on in game character bonds
• 100 hours of gameplay
• Anime 

Arc the Lad Collection PlayStation RPG; Strategy 2002 US Playstation RPG fans have long been denied one of the best Role-Playing experiences available...until now! The Arc the Lad Collection will feature all three chapters in the Arc 
the Lad Saga, which were released as complete stand-alone games in Japan.

Arc the Lad: Twilight of 
the Spirits PlayStation 2 RPG; Strategy 2003

Experience the continuation of the popular Arc the Lad series as it unfolds for the first time on the PlayStation 2 computer entertainment system. Enter a dark world of chaos and 
conflict with Arc the Lad: Twilight of the Spirits a true, traditional role-playing game, that takes place thousands of years after the last installment in the series. 

Arc the Lad: Twilight of the Spirits expands onto PlayStation 2 with an all-new compelling storyline, captivating motion capture cut scenes, an innovative battle system and over 14 
playable characters each with their own unique abilities and special combination attacks. With over 60+ hours of engaging gameplay, Arc the Lad: Twilight of the Spirits delivers an 
epic, role-playing adventure in a world of stunning and realistic graphics. Gamers will immerse themselves in an intriguing storyline filled with strategic combat and adventure as they 
join brothers Darc and Kharg on their quest to capture the Spirit Stones and restore tranquility to an unstable world. 

In a world full of betrayal and self-destruction, two brothers¡¦ lives are intertwined in their quest to gain control of the Great Spirit Stones. Separated at birth, Darc and Kharg grow to 
become brave and skillful young men whose individual struggles divide, and then reunite them. Faced with seemingly insurmountable obstacles while battling foes with evil 
intentions, their individual quests are the last hope between the creation of a good and caring world ¡V or a dark and evil underworld.

• Arc the Lad: Twilight of the Spirits continues the popular Arc the Lad series on PlayStation 2. 
• Deep and involving storyline and tactical fighting sequences provide gamers with enormous depth in gameplay.
• 60+ hours of engaging gameplay in a world of stunning and realistic graphics.
• Characters come alive in combat through extensive battle voice-overs.
• Gamers can utilize over 14 playable characters- each with their own unique abilities, weapons, skills and special combination attacks. 
• Arc the Lad: Twilight of the Spirits combines a compelling storyline with elements of adventure, strategy and combat, offering gamers an epic RPG gameplay experience. 

Armored Core PlayStation Action; Simulation 1997 Join ranks with the mercenary-for-hire organization, Raven's Nest, and blaze a trail through 46 action-packed missions. You'll have access to over 100 parts that provide thousands 
of different design possibilities for your Armored Core machine.

Armored Core: Verdict 
Day PlayStation 3 Action 2013

Command a squadron of fully customized Armored Core Units in a dystopian future ravaged by war and stripped of its natural resources; The last remaining resources needed for 
the survival of your faction are scavenged and bitterly fought forin the No Man's Land, a bleak landscape that offers little hope for survival. Enlist into one of the various in-game 
factions and strategically adapt your weapon systems to wrestle control of territories away from other players and establish a much needed peace. A heavy trigger finger, innovative 
customization and tactical teamwork will be all that stand between survival and total annihilation in ARMORED CORE: VERDICT DAY. 

• MORE THAN 90 MISSIONS ACROSS 7 BATTLE RAVAGED CONTINENTS
• CHOOSE ONE OF THE FACTIONS WHERE YOU BELONG FROM THREE OF THEM AND CONQUER THE WORLD TOGETHER WITH OTHER PLAYERS ONLINE.
• 600 PARTS TO CUSTOMIZE YOUR LOAD OUT
• BATTLE ALONE USING AI ALLIES YOU HAVE CUSTOMIZED AGAINST OTHER SKILLED PLAYERS EVENLY WITH IMPROVED ONLINE MATCHMAKING
• USE THE ADAPTIVE A.I. TO CREATE UNMANNED AC UNITS TO GIVE A COMMAND TO THEM AS A OPERATOR TO PLAY THE GAME LIKE RTS

Assassin's Creed IV: 
Black Flag

PlayStation 3 Action 2013 The year is 1715. Pirates rule the Caribbean and have established their own lawless Republic where corruption, greediness and cruelty are commonplace.

Among these outlaws is a brash young captain named Edward Kenway. His fight for glory has earned him the respect of legends like Blackbeard, but also drawn him into the ancient 
war between Assassins and Templars, a war that may destroy everything the pirates have built.

Welcome to the Golden Age of Piracy.

• A BRASH REBEL ASSASSIN - Become Edward Kenway, a charismatic yet brutal pirate captain, trained by Assassins. Edward can effortlessly switch between the Hidden 
Blade of the Assassin's Order and all new weaponry including four flintlock pistols and dual cutlass swords.

• EXPLORE AN OPEN WORLD FILLED WITH OPPORTUNITIES - Discover the largest and most diverse Assassin's Creed world ever created. From Kingston to Nassau, 
explore 50 unique locations where you can live the life of a pirate including:

• Loot underwater shipwrecks
• Assassinate Templars in blossoming cities
• Hunt for rare animals in untamed jungles
• Search for treasure in lost ruins 
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• Escape to hidden coves
• BECOME THE MOST FEARED PIRATE IN THE CARIBBEAN - Command your ship, the Jackdaw, and strike fear in all who see her. Plunder and pillage to upgrade the 

Jackdaw with ammunition and equipment needed to fight off enemy ships. The ship`s improvements are critical to Edward` s progression through the game. Attack and 
seamlessly board massive galleons, recruit sailors to join your crew and embark on an epic and infamous adventure.

• EXPERIENCE THE GRITTY REALITY BEHIND THE PIRATE FANTASY - Stand amongst legendary names such as Blackbeard, Calico Jack and Benjamin Hornigold, as 
you establish a lawless Republic in the Bahamas and relive the truly explosive events that defined the Golden Age of Piracy.

• MULTIPLAYER EXPERIENCE - Fight against or cooperate with your friends in the ruthless and acclaimed multiplayer experience. Choose from an eclectic cast of 
characters and fight to the death in exotic themed maps.

Axelay SNES Shooter 1992

Azure Dreams PlayStation RPG 1998

Bahamut Lagoon Super 
Famicom RPG; Tactical 1996

Baldur's Gate: Dark 
Alliance PlayStation 2 RPG; Adventure 2001

Baldur's Gate: Dark Alliance is a revolutionary game that combines fast-paced action and adventure in the popular world of Baldur's Gate. With an epic tale of intrigue, fierce 
alliances, explosive spell effects and highly detailed creatures and environments, Baldur's Gate: Dark Alliance is a benchmark of technology and gameplay.

• A completely original adventure created exclusively for the PS2.
• Featuring single and two-player cooperative play.
• Explosive spell effects and amazingly detailed environments never-before-seen in any console game.
• Play three character types, each with unique powers, appearance and abilities.
• First console game ever to use the 3rd Edition Dungeons & Dragons rule set.
• Produced by the award-winning Black Isle Studios and developed by Snowblind Studios.

Baldur's Gate: Dark 
Alliance II PlayStation 2 RPG 2004

The anticipated sequel has arrived. Embark on a new adventure in Baldur's Gate and brave terrible dangers in search of fortune, glory, and power. Face a multitude of sinister 
enemies while traveling through many spectacular environments in this action-packed fantasy game. Rid the lands of chaos, mastering skills, spells, and deadly weapons … the fate 
of thousands hangs in the balance. 

• Fast paced, addictive hack n' slash combat with over 40+ levels of thrilling action spread over 4 acts. 
• Five new customizable characters, each with distinctive powers appearances and abilities that develop throughout the game. 
• New, amazingly detailed environments and monsters with even more explosive spell effects than before. 
• A new, inventive item creation system that allows players to forge their own unique magical weapons and armor from raw components. 
• Hidden areas, secret characters, and hundreds of items to discover, customize, and use, from enchanted potions and scrolls to wands. 
• Sequel to the highly acclaimed 2002 Console RPG of the Year from the Academy of Interactive Arts and Sciences. 
• Branching storyline allows the player to choose how he or she wants to the play the game, making each game experience unique. 
• Two-player cooperative mode that allows both players to play the game on a full screen. 

Blade Kitten PlayStation 3 2010

Blaster Master NES Shooter 1988

Blaster Master: Blasting 
Again PlayStation Action; Shooter 2001

Brain Lord SNES RPG 1994

Brave Fencer Musashi PlayStation RPG; Adventure 1998
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Breath of Fire Game Boy 
Advance RPG 2001

Breath of Fire SNES RPG 1994

Breath of Fire Super 
Famicom RPG 1994

Breath of Fire II Game Boy 
Advance RPG 2002

Breath of Fire III PlayStation RPG 1998 Explore an epic 3D environment, Learn or steal advanced skills and techniques. Use powerful magic and weapons and battle tons of enemies using a detailed combat engine.

Breath of Fire IV PlayStation RPG 2000
After centuries of war, two lands bordering a vast swampland have finally reached an armistice. Suddenly, the noble Princess Elena disappears somewhere near the war-ravaged 
front lines. Distraught, her sister Nina goes in search of the Princess alone and on her journey meets a mysterious young warrior named Ryu. Their destinies soon entwine. The next 
chapter in the epic tale of magic and mystery now unfolds. The fate of what lies ahead now rests in your control.

Breath of Fire: Dragon 
Quarter PlayStation 2 RPG; 

Action/Adventure 2003

The game is the latest installment in the highly acclaimed RPG series that originally debuted in 1993 and has since then sold millions of units worldwide. Renowned for its innovative 
gameplay mechanics, this latest incarnation redefines the Breath of Fire role-playing game. Breath of Fire for the PlayStation 2 sports a whole new 3D-world look, an engrossing 
storyline, brand new stylized visuals and innovative gameplay features. Breath of Fire series now introduces a "Survival" style of game play as the game's main focus. 

• PETS (Positive Encounter and Tactics System) - A revolutionary feature to RPGs in which players can set up traps and decoys in the environment prior to going into battle 
against monsters.

• "Survival" Game Play - Players are challenged with an abundance of enemies and a large variety of strategic elements such as deciding whether to fight or avoid enemies, 
or timing when to attack.

• Ability Point System - All actions, including spells and attacks, will cost Ability Points (AP's). The accumulation of AP's can be used to deliver more powerful attacks or 
combos.

• SOL (Scenario Overlay System) - What the player has accomplished up to that point carries over to the newly restarted game. Not only do Experience Points and items 
carry over but, in-game events and dungeons will change based on the player's previous accomplishments. 

Breath of Fire II SNES RPG 1995

Champions of Norrath: 
Realms of EverQuest

PlayStation 2 Action; RPG 2004 Set several hundred years before the timeline of the current EverQuest PC game, Champions of Norrath allows gamers to adventure as one of five playable characters who must 
journey from the city of Faydwer into the wilds of Norrath to save the land from a gathering army of evil orcs and goblins. The game offers more than 100 hours of gameplay per 
character and unlimited battles, deadly missions and unmatched character customization. 

Champions of Norrath offers an online multiplayer component at no additional cost to players (Internet connection required for online multiplayer game modes, online connection 
fees are the responsibility of the user). Up to four players per game can adventure in Norrath over the Internet using the Network Adaptor for the PlayStation 2. Gamers will match up 
with fellow Norrathians from across North America through SOE's upcoming matchmaking service via modem or broadband connections. Alternately, players can also use the 
Multitap to play together on a single PlayStation 2.

• Engrossing fantasy storyline set several hundred years before the before the current EverQuest PC game -- players do not need to be familiar with EQ lore to enjoy the 
game

• Five playable characters (both male and female): Select from Barbarian Warrior, Dark Elf Shadow Knight, High Elf Cleric, Erudite Wizard, Wood Elf Ranger
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• Thousands of items and magical artifacts to acquire 
• Create unique magic items by combining magical items with weapons and armor 
• Randomly generated dungeons and monsters mean a different experience every time you play 
• Unmatched character customization with modifiable hair, skin, tattoos and facial hair, hundreds of armor variations and thousands of distinctive weapons, including swords, 

maces, axes, bows and more
• More than 50 levels with non-linear side quests 
• Four player multiplayer on a single PlayStation 2 with a Multitap 
• Superior online multiplayer options for up to 4 players via Network Adaptor (no additional subscription fees required (players must provide their own internet connection for 

online gameplay modes)
• Fully interactive 3D environments that push the PlayStation capabilities with stunning lighting and visual effects; capable of handling 30 to 40 characters on screen at once 

in spectacular battles

Champions: Return to 
Arms PlayStation 2 RPG 2005

The Champions of Norrath have destroyed the god Innoruuk, shattering his body into shards of hate. Innoruuk's followers and allies have taken it upon themselves to gather these 
shards in order to resurrect their fallen prince. Firiona Vie has called upon the champions to take up the crusade against evil to rid Norrath of this evil threat once and for all. The 
game is designed to offer more than 100 hours of gameplay per character, unlimited battles, deadly missions and the ability to import characters from the original game.

• A continuation of the engrossing fantasy storyline of Champions of Norrath, with exciting twists and turns that require the player to choose his or her fate 
• Two new playable races 
• Earn medals based on gameplay performance, which can then be used to unlock secret levels
• Thousands of new items, weapons, armor and magical artifacts to acquire
• All-new and beautifully detailed environments
• New spells and abilities for all classes
• A host of new monsters to battle and non-player characters to encounter
• Innovative medal system which unlocks secret gameplay modes 
• Secret Epic items of incredible power found through unlockable side quests
• The ability to import characters from the original game and start at a higher difficulty level
• Increased level limits&#151;take characters to level 80!
• More than 50 gameplay areas along with a mission system containing non-linear side quests 
• Multitap support for up to 4 players
• Superior online multiplayer options for up to 4 players via Network Adaptor ... no additional subscription fees required (players must provide their own internet connection 

and PlayStation 2 Network Adaptor for online gameplay modes)
• All new multiplayer and online gameplay options

Children of Mana Nintendo DS RPG 2006

In ages past, an island called Illusia floated at the centre of the world. At the heart of the island towered an ancient, enormous tree that stretched up to the very heavens. For ages 
past, chaos and sorrow had engulfed the world until at last its salvation appeared in the form of a boy, a girl, and a holy sword.

• Time flowed on and peace returned. The sword and the tree remained, and they soon came to be known as the Sword of Mana and the Mana Tree. Followers of the Mana 
Tree returned to Illusia as the world started slowly but surely down the path to recovery.

• The eight elemental spirits are a staple of the Mana series. These powerful allies aid you with healing and special status effects. They can also unleash fearsome magic 
upon your foes.

• The greatest innovation of this installment of the Mana series is allowing four players to advance the story and solve quests together while maintaining the feel of an action 
RPG. Players' actions affect each other in a gameplay experience completely unlike previous action RPGS!

Chrono Cross PlayStation RPG; Adventure 2000 Choose from multiple scenarios woven into a single story. A combo battle system with real-time fighting sequences allows uninterrupted battle and flexible fighting options.

Chrono Trigger SNES RPG; 
Action/Adventure 1995

Chrono Trigger SNES RPG; 
Action/Adventure 1995

Codebreaker PlayStation 2

Colony Wars PlayStation Action; Simulation 1997
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Command & Conquer Nintendo 64 Strategy 1999

Command & Conquer 
Red Alert Retaliation PlayStation Strategy 1998

Command & Conquer: 
Red Alert PlayStation Strategy 1997

Crysis 3 PlayStation 3 FPS 2013

The award-winning developer Crytek is back with Crysis 3, the first blockbuster shooter of 2013! Return to the fight as Prophet, the Nanosuit soldier on a quest to rediscover his 
humanity and exact brutal revenge. Adapt on the fly with the stealth and armor abilities of your unique Nanosuit as you battle through the seven wonders of New York's Liberty 
Dome. Unleash the firepower of your all-new, high-tech bow and alien weaponry to hunt both human and alien enemies. And uncover the truth behind the death of your squad while 
reestablishing the power of human will in a rich story full of exciting twists and turns. Crysis 3 is the ultimate sandbox shooter, realised in the stunning visuals only Crytek and the 
latest version of CryENGINE can deliver.

• Seven Wonders of the Urban Rainforest - New York City has been contained in a giant nanodome and grown into a unique rainforest with seven distinct environments. 
Master the ultimate sandbox and turn it into your own personal hunting ground.

• Assess, Adapt, and Attack - Crysis's highly-acclaimed sandbox gameplay is back with more open levels to let players choose their path and approach. Your upgraded 
Nanosuit allows brute force or stealth, always giving you more than one option.

• Expanded Multiplayer - Experiment with new ways to customise your Nanosuit and brandthe new game modes.
• The Biggest and Most Explosive Arsenal in Franchise History - In addition to giving you an arsenal of human firearms, Crysis 3 lets you scavenge alien weapons and deploy 

an all-new signature bow
• The Evolution of CryENGINE - CryENGINE unleashes the power of the Crytek creative team and delivers a visually stunning and varied gameplay experience.

Crystalis NES RPG; Adventure 1990

Dante's Inferno PlayStation 3 Action 2010 EA's Dante's Inferno tells an adapted story that focuses on delivering a blockbuster 3rd person action game experience while bringing Alighieri's depiction of Hell to the medium. 
Players assume the role of Dante, who descends into Hell after returning home to find his beloved Beatrice murdered, with Lucifer seducing her soul into the underworld. Dante sets 
out on a rescue mission to save Beatrice, but he soon realizes he is also in Hell to face his own demons and ultimately to redeem himself.

Players will take Dante through nine unique circles of Hell as mapped out and described by Alighieri: limbo, lust, gluttony, greed, anger, heresy, violence, fraud and treachery. Each 
circle will showcase its own distinct look, with demons, monsters, damned and geography that are crafted straight from the poem's vivid descriptions.

To take down the demons of Hell, Dante is outfitted with two primary weapons: the Scythe he takes from Death and the Holy Cross given to him by Beatrice, which has spiritual 
powers that will help Dante collect souls and spells from the creatures he defeats on his journey. The game also features a deep upgrade system so gamers can customize their 
abilities to their specific gameplay style, something they'll need as Dante comes face to face with Hell's fiercest beasts and bosses. If successful, Dante will be able to tame certain 
beasts, exacting their will and turning Hell's punishments back on itself.

Built on the same technology as the award-winning Dead Space, Dante's Inferno will deliver a fast, fluid and responsive combat experience running at 60 frames per second, a must-
have for the action adventure genre. The game is being built by Visceral Games, with the same attention to polish the studio has become known for with Dead Space.

• An Epic Adaptation of a Classic – Based on part one of Dante Alighieri's classic poem "The Divine Comedy," Dante's Inferno is a 3rd person action adventure game that 
takes Dante on an epic journey through Hell as he seeks to rescue the soul of his beloved Beatrice.

• The Nine Circles of Hell – Just like the poem, players will descend through Dante's unique nine circles of Hell: limbo, lust, gluttony, greed, anger, heresy, violence, fraud and 
treachery. Each circle features distinct environments, enemies and story elements befitting the sins committed by their inhabitants.

• Control the Beasts of Hell – Dante's Inferno features large scale beasts and bosses, some of which Dante will be able to fully tame, utilizing them to throw back Hell's wrath 
to its minions.

• Fast, Addictive, Responsive Combat – Dante fights through the nine circles armed with Death's Scythe and Beatrice's Holy Cross, with magic powers and a deep, 
customizable upgrade system helping the player take full advantage of a fast and fluid gameplay experience that will never run at lower than 60 frames per second.
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• Bring Hell With You Wherever You Go – Dante's Inferno gives PSP owners the same level of fast, responsive gameplay through all nine detailed and unique circles of hell 
the team is aiming to achieve on the consoles.

• Visceral Games Stamp of Approval – From the award-winning studio that created the critically-acclaimed Dead Space, Dante's Inferno will receive the same relentless focus 
on quality and polish Visceral Games has become known for.

Dawn of Mana PlayStation 2 RPG; 
Action/Adventure 2007

Long ago, when the world was at peace and magic yet unknown to man, a beautiful isle called Illusia floated in the center of the Inner Sea. Over the island towered the great Mana 
Tree, source of all life. 

There it had stood since the dawn of the world&#133; But over time, the tree gradually turned to stone and slept as though death had come at last. 

So begins the story of how a boy came to wield a sacred sword and how a maiden became a goddess&#151;entwining the fate of spirits, mortals, and the entire world into a tale of 
hope and despair. 

• Experience the beloved world of Mana in a fully 3D environment for the first time.
• Explore sweeping plains and mountains that stretch as far as the eye can see, brought vividly to life by the detailed visuals that fans have come to expect from the Mana 

series.
• Experience an interactive world that encourages players to "touch" the world of Mana.
• Realistic facial expressions dynamically convey each character's mood and emotions. 

Diablo III PlayStation 3 RPG 2013

Blizzard Entertainment's epic action-RPG Diablo® III is moving the eternal war between the High Heavens and the Burning Hells to a new battleground-PlayStation®3! Armed with a 
controller and a custom-designed interface tailored for consoles, players will step into the role of one of five powerful character classes-Barbarian, Witch Doctor, Wizard, Monk, or 
Demon Hunter-and embark on a dark journey to save the world of Sanctuary from ancient demonic forces. As these heroes adventure from the besieged town of New Tristram all 
the way to the Diamond Gates of the High Heavens, they'll engage in pulse-pounding combat with hordes of monsters and challenging bosses, grow in experience and ability, and 
acquire items of incredible power. 

Blizzard Entertainment originally released Diablo III for Windows® and Macintosh® PC on May 15, 2012. Within 24 hours it had become the fastest-selling PC game of all time, and 
as of December 31, 2012, Diablo III had sold through more than 12 million copies worldwide. 

• Five powerful character classes to choose from: Barbarian, Witch Doctor, Wizard, Monk, and Demon Hunter
• Direct character control and console-focused changes to character abilities and combat mechanics thrust console gamers into the action
• Four-player online co-op and four-player local co-op for seamless cooperative play
• Four story-modes-Normal, Nightmare, Hell, and Inferno-as well as eight difficulty settings that progressively increase the challenge and reward players with more powerful 

armor, weapons, and abilities
• Hardcore mode for players who seek the thrill of constant peril that comes with the possibility of permanent death for their character
• Newly designed loot system and offline gameplay mode designed to take advantage of the fast-paced action of the console platform 
• Completely reimagined interface and new dynamic camera designed specifically for console play
• Interactive environments with dangerous traps and obstacles, and destructible elements
• Randomized dungeons, events, and loot deliver endless, dynamic gameplay
• A wide variety of fiendish monsters, with unique attack patterns and behaviors redesigned for console
• Features such as the Paragon system, Infernal Machine, and Brawling add substantial replayability
• PS3 exclusive items inspired by critically-acclaimed PlayStation properties such as "Journey" and "Uncharted"
• Connect with friends, send game invitations, and access voice chat through the PlayStation® Network

Diablo III: Ultimate Evil 
Edition PlayStation 3 RPG 2014

Disney's Hercules PlayStation Action 1997

Dragon Age: Origins PlayStation 3 RPG; 
Action/Adventure 2009

As the spiritual successor to BioWare's Baldur's Gate, one of the most successful role-playing games in the industry, Dragon Age: Origins represents BioWare's return to its roots, 
delivering a fusion of the best elements of existing fantasy works with stunning visuals, emotionally-driven narrative, heart-pounding combat, powerful magic abilities and credible 
digital actors. The spirit of classic RPGs comes of age, as Dragon Age: Origins features a dark and mature story and gameplay. 

Dragon Quest VIII: 
Journey of the Cursed 
King

PlayStation 2 RPG 2005 The world of Dragon Quest VIII is entirely 3D. From the sprawling towns and labyrinthine dungeons, to the hills and plains that divide them on the world map, all of the environments 
you pass through on your epic journey spread out before you seamlessly. You may lose yourself in the remotest corner of the globe, searching for hidden treasure, or suddenly 
stumble upon a whole new village or castle as you explore the depths of a shadowy forest – these are the kinds of experiences that will delight and amaze you on your adventure!
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The visuals resemble those of a high-quality animated movie, making you feel as if you are actually walking around in one of Akira Toriyama's cartoons. For the North American and 
European releases, we have added voiceovers to the already impressive event scenes, imbuing the unfolding drama with greater emotional depth. Furthermore, the cutting-edge 
animations for both monster and player characters have been enhanced in the Western versions to make battles more dazzling and dynamic than ever before. 

• Since times long forgotten, a forbidden scepter had lain sealed away in Trodain castle. Until one day, a mysterious jester called Dhoulmagus disturbed its rest and freed the 
scepter from its ancient bonds. Using the scepter's power, Dhoulmagus placed a spiteful curse upon the whole kingdom. In the space of a moment, the people were 
transformed into thorns and the land was frozen in time. To add insult to injury, the King and the Princess were turned into hideous beasts!

• However, the curse left one person untouched...a young guardsman...You! Now you must embark on an epic journey to save your king and country and lift the shadow of 
the evil jester's curse! 

Dragon Valor PlayStation RPG 2000

Dragon Warrior III NES RPG 1992

Dragon Warrior VII PlayStation RPG 2001

This sequel to the Dragon Warrior series comes to the PlayStation. This game, immensely popular in Japan under the name Dragon Quest, features the same turn-based battles 
against 2D animated monsters found in the previous series. True to its pedigree, the Dragon Warrior VII battle systems don’t show the player's characters, only the characters' stat 
information, on the screen. The movements of the enemies use an advanced form of the Monster Action feature first implemented in Dragon Quest VI (not seen in America), 
resulting in smoother, more numerous actions. There are many nostalgic mini-events brought back for this game, such as the Medal King and Town Building (a powered up version 
of the classic Dragon Warrior III mini-event). The story starts on Esterd, a little island floating in the middle of a vast ocean. The inhabitants of the island do not believe in such things 
as monsters or even other lands. A young man in a little fishing village on this island finds a map that may be proof that something exists beyond Esterd Island. This discovery leads 
him on a journey to the edge of the world--and beyond. Akira Toriyama (the creator of Dragonball) returns once again as the character designer. This RPG brings the pioneering 
series to new heights of interactive gaming achievement. True to the poignant, delightful themes that have captured the hearts of millions of Dragon Warrior fans, Dragon Warrior VII 
updates the series to what will be one of the best games ever for the PlayStation game console. Your journey begins on Estard Isle...

Dragon's Dogma: Dark 
Arisen PlayStation 3 Action 2013

Just off the Gransys mainland is the cursed Bitterblack Isle and it is here that gamers will discover an underground realm, complete with new terrifying foes to face and incredible 
treasure to find as they embark on an all new quest. Owners of the original Dragon's Dogma will be able to export their existing characters and all other saved data, to continue their 
journey as the Arisen and face this new threat that has emerged from the cavernous depths. Players will be able to take their characters to new heights, with brand new high-level 
skills and augments as well as all new weapons and armour sets. For those that missed Dragon's Dogma the first time around, Dragon's Dogma: Dark Arisen provides the 
opportunity to start their journey from the very beginning before tackling the all new content.

Furthermore, owners of the original Dragon's Dogma will receive the following for free on purchasing Dragon's Dogma: Dark Arisen: 100,000 Rift Crystals, unlimited Ferrystones and 
the Gransys Armour Pack consisting of six brand new costumes.

Based on player feedback, Dragon's Dogma: Dark Arisen will make the Dragon's Dogma gameplay experience even more satisfying, with improvements such as easier travel and a 
more intuitive menu system. For those who already own Dragon's Dogma and then purchase Dragon's Dogma: Dark Arisen, these improvements will be automatically retrofitted to 
their original game.

So, what does Dragon's Dogma: Dark Arisen deliver? All of the content from the original Dragon's Dogma plus...

• A massive new underground realm to explore featuring over 25 terrifying new enemies
• More skills/equipment/augments:
• Level 3 Skills
• DD:DA provides each character class with a new tier of skills, giving players new devastating abilities and skills to master
• Over 100 pieces of new equipment
• All new high level weapons and armor sets for players venturing into the underground caverns.
• 14 new character/Pawn augments
• New tiers of equipment enhancement
• And there's more:
• Increased character customisation options
• Item appraisal
• Option to select Japanese voice over

Drakan: The Ancients' 
Gates

PlayStation 2 RPG; 
Action/Adventure

2002 In the ancient, decaying world of Drakan, the immortal Spirit Dragons are held captive. Rynn, a brave female warrior, and Arokh, a fearless dragon, are called upon to save these 
spiritual leaders, as well as the last remnants of humankind. Embarking on an enchanted journey through 8 vast, foreign environments, Rynn and Arokh utilize magical spells, 
resourcefulness, and more than 50 powerful weapons in their quest to save civilization. 
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With an immersive storyline, stunning graphics, and intense battles, Drakan: The Ancients' Gates places you in a world of magical creatures, mysterious lands, and courageous 
conquests--with the future of humanity at stake. 

• Over 50 weapons and devastating spells 
• 8 vast worlds set in stunning and enormous environments 
• Obstacles and adversaries to help you gain skills as a fighter, an archer, or a mage 
• Multiple environments including an arctic tundra, swamp lands and a forgotten, decaying city 
• An intriguing storyline, amazing characters, logical puzzles, and air-to-ground combat 

Drakengard 2 PlayStation 2 Action; RPG 2006 DRAKENGARD 2 is a role-playing action game featuring knights and dragons that builds on the scenario of the original title.

Drakengard 3 PlayStation 3 RPG 2014

A prequel to the original Drakengard, Drakengard 3 transports players to a medieval world where six sisters wield special magical abilities as the "Intoners. "These sisters have 
brought peace to the earth with their power to manipulate magic through song. Harmony is disrupted, however, when the eldest sister, Zero, attempts to murder her younger sisters 
with the help of her dragon companion, Mikhail. As the story progresses, players find themselves in a battle to unravel the mystery of Zero and learn her true intentions. The world is 
ruled by Intoners, sisters whose songs unleash vast powers. One day, the eldest sister Zero appears with her dragon Mikhail in tow, in order to kill her 5 sisters. Why did Zero 
appear before her sisters? Why does she travel with a dragonkin? What exactly is an Intoner? Darkness is upon the horizon. 

• This year marks the 10th Anniversary of the Drakengard series
• Discover how it all began with Drakengard 3, the prequel to the Drakengard series
• High-octane, hack-and-slash ground combat, Drakengard 3 pits players against hordes of enemies and monsters alike
• Features aerial battle stages in which players can fight with the help of Mikhail, the dragon companion

Dungeon Siege III PlayStation 3 RPG 2011

Torn asunder, the delicate balance of power between the kingdom of Ehb's powerful factions has fallen apart. As one of the few remaining members of the disgraced protectors of 
the land, the 10th Legion, it is up to you to rebuild the once great Legion and stop Ehb from falling into darkness. Joined by a group of unique companions, you will travel through the 
striking land of Ehb defeating all manner of villains and beasts through a combination of heroic abilities, screen shaking magic and fearsome weapons.

DUNGEON SIEGE 3 seamlessly blends intuitive action gameplay, a robust RPG system featuring a large selection of abilities, an extensive multiplayer component and the depth of 
story Square Enix and Obsidian Entertainment are known for creating.

• For the first time, play DUNGEON SIEGE on high-def consoles
• Players will be able to adventure by themselves or with friends in co-op multiplayer
• Uncover a deep story that only Square Enix and Obsidian Entertainment can deliver
• Pick from unique and highly customizable character classes with a wide range of abilities to choose from
• Recruit companions with unique personalities, abilities and views on the world around them
• Players will have weighty decisions to make that will impact their alliances, enemies and the culmination of the story

Enchanted Arms PlayStation 3 Action; RPG 2007

The adventure takes place in a fantasy world filled with beautiful cinematic graphics and vibrant characters. It includes more than 50 hours of gameplay and is the only next-gen 
RPG with the fast-action SpeedTactics Battle System, which enables the player to move his or her characters and use distance-dependent attacks while in battle.

In Enchanted Arms, players will embark on an epic RPG adventure and escape to a fantasy world filled with unique and bizarre creatures. Taking the role of Atsuma, enchanter-in-
training, players will transform from a naïve student into the most powerful savior in a war 1,000 years in the making. In an immersive, deep storyline filled with increasingly difficult 
challenges, players will meet new allies and master Atsuma's special fighting and magic abilities.

• SIXAXIS Wireless Controller Integration Provides an Immersive Experience: Use the motion-sensitive controller to harness weapons, recover your EX power meter, unlock 
more powerful attacks and solve puzzles.

• Master the SpeedTactics Battle System: Easy-to-navigate interface, the ability to move characters in-battle and distance-dependent attacks combine to create fast-paced, 
hands-on gameplay.

• More Than 500 Characters, Including 130 Unlockable Creatures You Control: Find and unlock 130 controllable creatures to use in battle as part of your team. Customize 
your party and learn to harness their unique abilities. Includes 30 all new creatures exclusive to the PLAYSTATION 3 system.

• Includes Both the Original Japanese and an All-New English Language Track: Choose to play the game with either Japanese or English dialogue.
• More Than 50 Hours of Epic Gameplay: Delve deeper as you meet new characters and explore over 75 environments with multiple objectives and branching missions.
• Includes More Than an Hour of Anime Cinematics and Video: Including ten minutes of all-new exclusive video.

Eragon PlayStation 2 Action/Adventure 2006 Eragon immerses the player in a magical world of dragons, destiny and adventure. Gamers will engage in intense battles with an unparalleled combo and magic-based combat 
system, including stunning finishing moves, multiple grapples and degradable blocks with unique counter attacks. The adventure is heightened with breathless dragon flight-based 
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combat and devastating dragon summon attacks. Fantasy fans can also share the adventure with 2 player co-op featuring team attack bonuses and dragon fight/flight combo 
gameplay.

Evolution Worlds GameCube RPG 2002

After the demise of a superior ancient civilization, Cyframe technology -- enchanted mechanical body weaponry -- is discovered. Every young adolescent aspires to be a Cyframe 
"Adventurer," including Evolution Worlds' feisty hero, Mag.

Mag and his friend, the enigmatic heroine, Linear, embark on a journey to discover the mysterious Evolutia. Evil warriors of the Eighth Empire are also trying to find Evolutia, the last 
piece of the ancient world.

Mag, Linear, and their watchful butler Gre Nade, along with friends Chain Gun and Pepper Spray, set out on their perilous journey to save the world from treacherous evil forces, and 
uncover the truth of Evolutia and the ancient world!

• EW is the latest chronicle in the series featuring the best-selling Dreamcast RPG in the U.S., Evolution, and its highly acclaimed sequel, Evolution 2. Gameplay utilizes 360-
degree turn-based tactical combat unique to GameCube.

• EW features 40+ hours of gameplay and includes more than 100 characters.
• Graphically stunning visuals and special effects are showcased throughout the game. 
• New features include extra voices, improved visuals, hidden features and new game technology.

Faxanadu NES Action; RPG; 
Adventure 1989

Fear Effect PlayStation
Action; Adventure; 
Strategy; 
Action/Adventure

2000

Days before her eighteenth birthday, the quiet, enigmatic, Wee Ming Lam, disappears under mysterious circumstances. Hana, Glas, and Deke, three self-motivated and ruthless 
mercenaries conspire to track her down and ransom her off to her father, Mr. Lam, the most powerful Triad leader in Hong Kong, for a large sum of cold, hard cash. What begins as 
a simple extortion mission to retrieve the young runaway becomes a lesson in survival against the most unimaginable of enemies. Immerse yourself in this intense thriller featuring 
revolutionary Motion FX technology where you direct your cast of characters within dynamic, full-motion video worlds. Who lives? Who dies? Only you decide, if you can... Control 
Your Fear.

Final Fantasy 
Anthology PlayStation RPG 1999

Final Fantasy Anthology combines two titles from the Final Fantasy series and offers PlayStation owners a glimpse into the past. Huge worlds, in-depth storylines, and innovative 
battle and magic systems, and an incredible cast of characters all make for a deep gaming experience. The inclusion of Final Fantasy V marks the first time this title has appeared 
on a console in North America. Final Fantasy VI, originally released as Final Fantasy III on the SNES system in the U.S., makes its first appearance on the PlayStation. Both games 
in this compilation feature never-before-seen CG movies, adding to the appeal of these classics.

Dirge of Cerberus: 
Final Fantasy VII PlayStation 2 RPG 2006

DIRGE of CERBERUS for the PlayStation®2 is the third installment in the COMPILATION OF FINAL FANTASY®VII. Taking place three years after the original PS one game 
console title, gamers follow Vincent Valentine's journey as he uncovers shocking truths never revealed in Midgar. Vincent is connected to recent attacks, and he may be the only one 
who can save this shattered world. When the world is engulfed in darkness, his gun will toll a dreadful dirge...

Final Fantasy VIII PlayStation RPG 1999
The next chapter in Final Fantasy takes the series to the next level. Final Fantasy VIII combines an epic storyline with dynamic role-playing elements, breathtaking music, and well-
defined characters. The world of Final Fantasy VIII comes to life in a dazzling display of digital artistry that spans four CDs. With the addition of an hour worth of CG animation, a 
new "Junction" system, and compatibility with the Dual Shock Analog Controller, Final Fantasy VIII is a breathtaking addition to the series.

Final Fantasy Crystal 
Chronicles: Echoes of 
Time

Nintendo DS RPG 2009

A triumphant return from a monster-infested forest marks the completion of the 16-year-old hero's coming-of-age ceremony. However, the hero's joy is short-lived as a young village 
girl is found to be afflicted by a mysterious illness known as "crystal sickness." Determined to obtain the cure, the hero steps out of the secluded village for the first time, only to 
discover a world in which crystals are merely artifacts of the past and no longer exist&#133;

• Wii and Nintendo DS players can share their adventure together through Nintendo Wi-Fi Connection and Wireless Communication.
• 2-4 player multi-play through Nintendo Wi-Fi & Wireless Communication mode.
• Over Nintendo Wi-Fi Connection: 4 players max (any mixture of Wii and Nintendo DS hardware).
• Wireless Communication: 4 players max (either up to 4 players on Nintendo DS hardware, or alternatively 1 Wii hosting up to three Nintendo DS players).
• Players can register their own phrases on top of many fixed phrases available for easy communication in multiplayer.
• Over 300 different items and costume combinations add to the fun. Changes to costume/equipment are directly visible on your character in the game.
• Trade with friends using Nintendo Wi-Fi Connection functions.
• Play in four different languages ... English, French, German and Spanish. The multiplayer mode can be played seamlessly even when each player selects a different 

language.
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Final Fantasy II SNES RPG 1991

Final Fantasy III SNES RPG 1994

Final Fantasy III Nintendo DS RPG 2006

Protected by the crystals of light, the once peaceful land has forever been changed by the great tremor. Without warning, the earthquake pulled the crystals into the earth, upsetting 
the world's fragile balance. It seems as if all hope is lost – but as the Gulgan prophecy foretold, four souls blessed with the light shall once again restore balance to the world.

Near the small village of Ur, fate guides Luneth to a sentient crystal that changes his life forever. As the light of the crystal fades, Luneth embarks on a journey to seek three others 
who share his destiny to search for the remaining crystals, and fight the battle of light and darkness.

• The missing link in the evolution of FINAL FANTASY is unveiled – experience a tale untold
• A dynamic job-changing system allows for more than 279,000 party variations
• The Touch Screen interface seamlessly utilizes DS capabilities – explore dungeons, dispatch foes and cast spells using the Nintendo DS stylus
• A complete visual overhaul breathes new life into a classic with colourful 3D graphics
• Take advantage of both DS Wireless Communications and Nintendo Wi-Fi Connection to access the Mognet and communicate with other players as well as NPCs and 

uncover hidden dungeons, quests and items
• Character designer Akihiko Yoshida of the award-winning and critically acclaimed FINAL FANTASY XII lends his talents by designing the four main characters

Final Fantasy IV Super 
Famicom RPG 1991

Final Fantasy IV Nintendo DS RPG 2008

Four elemental Crystals, each possessing the awesome power, lie scattered throughout the realm. However, men are quick to covet things which offer strength, and easily corrupted 
by the might which they possess…

Seduced by the promised power of the Crystals, the kingdom of Baron begins employing unprovoked force to seize them from peaceful nations. The dark night Cecil – Lord Captain 
of Baron's elite force, the Red Wings – is ordered by his king to obtain the Crystals, but soon begins to question the monarch's motives. Stricken with grief at his own actions, yet 
burdened by his loyalty to his country and his personal sense of honour, Cecil at last decided to turn from the path of darkness and destruction.

Enraged, he king accuses him of disloyalty, strips Cecil of his command, and sends him off to slay a mysterious beast that lurks in the nearby Valley of Mist. Cecil embarks on a 
fateful journey that will bring trials, betrayals, friendship, loss and self-discovery. Can Cecil open his eyes and become the man of honour that he must be?

• One of the most loved FINAL FANTASY games ever made, returns with a full remake for Nintendo DS.
• A classic, superbly written adventure with heroes, betrayal, redemption, love and magic are awaiting you.
• Beautiful 3D graphics with a stunning hand-painted style and fully arranged audio immerse you into the world of FINAL FANTASY IV like never before.
• Superb gameplay now with all-round additions including Touch Screen control, enhanced Dual Screen usage, arranged boss battles, a dungeon mapping system and also 

the facility for characters to learn abilities from their friends.
• Fully-voiced cut-scenes, with high quality 3D characters maximise use of the hardware to set a new standard in Nintendo DS storytelling.
• New additional episodes let you explore the unseen lives of the main characters.
• Event Theatre bonus mode lets you replay any scenes that have already been viewed.
• Special new mini-game lets you nurture your own summon monster and battle a friend via DS Wireless Communications!

Final Fantasy IV 
Advance

Game Boy 
Advance RPG 2005

Final Fantasy IX PlayStation RPG 2000
The last Final Fantasy for the PlayStation, Final Fantasy IX returns to the pure fantasy roots that spawned the series. This latest installment features highly detailed characters, 
vehicles, and environments, and breathtaking cinema-graphics. The addition of brand new features such as the story-enhancing Active Time Event system and the return of 
minigames that grant additional gameplay make Final Fantasy IX not only a memorable gaming experience, but also a significant step forward in the series.

Final Fantasy Origins PlayStation RPG 2003
Final Fantasy Origins delivers the first two games in the Final Fantasy series. Originally released in 1998 in Japan, Final Fantasy II never came to North America, but now RPG fans 
will be able to experience the emotion-packed sequel and its predecessor with all-new event scenes, enhanced graphics, and improved sound. Whether you're on a quest to recover 
a magical Crystal or on a journey to stop a merciless ruler, both games provide grand stories complemented with deep characterization and touching music.

Final Fantasy Tactics PlayStation RPG; Strategy 1997 Final Fantasy Tactics is a turn-based strategy game set in the Final Fantasy universe. Customize your characters with unique skills, job classes and items. A strategy RPG classic 
on the Playstation.

PlayStation 4 RPG 2015
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Final Fantasy Type-0 
HD

One of the most highly anticipated role-playing games of all time, FINAL FANTASY TYPE-0 makes its Western debut on PlayStation®4 and Xbox One as FINAL FANTASY TYPE-0 
HD. Featuring the immersive story, memorable characters, and production values the series is known for, players are transported to Orience, a dark, FINAL FANTASY world 
governed by crystals and torn apart by war, as the nation's youth are swept into its conflict. 

Step into the fray as Class Zero, a group of fourteen students from an elite military academy whose country is attacked by an aggressive neighboring Empire. Using the powerful 
abilities and magic of all fourteen characters in fast-paced action RPG combat, players must face the brutality and injustices of war to uncover the secrets of its genesis. 

• High Definition Visuals: The world of Orience is brought to life in rich and vivid detail, coming to modern consoles in gorgeous, newly rendered HD visuals.
• Customizable Parties: Choose from 14 playable members of Class Zero to control, each with distinctive weapons, abilities, and combat styles.
• High Stakes Battles: A bloody, action-packed battle system where every attack carries the weight of mortality. Enter a world where a common fire spell incinerates foes, 

and the deadly Killsight is an instant fatality.
• A Mature FINAL FANTASY For a New Age: The crystals fuel the flames of war, shedding light on young heroes who must cope with decisions that will mean the difference 

between life and death and the rise and fall of nations.

Final Fantasy V Super 
Famicom RPG 1992

Final Fantasy V PlayStation RPG; Adventure 1998

Final Fantasy VI Super 
Famicom RPG 1994

Final Fantasy VI PlayStation RPG 1999

Final Fantasy VII PlayStation RPG 1997 Featuring seamless 3D gameplay and animation, Final Fantasy VII contains hundreds of pre-rendered, computer-generated backgrounds and features real-time battles, vast map 
screens, and a complex and engrossing storyline. Published on three CDs, Final Fantasy VII will be one of the largest and most richly detailed gaming experiences ever created.

Final Fantasy X PlayStation 2 RPG 2001

Immerse yourself in a world that has been devastated by a mysterious force known only as "Sin". Human existence teeters on the brink of extinction when Sin willfully destroys cities 
and lives. Final Fantasy X makes history by being the first Final Fantasy installment to integrate voiceovers into a majority of the story scenes. Along with a special effects system 
known as the "Facial Motion System," this feature breathes new life into the characters, story, and the Final Fantasy series itself.

• The first Final Fantasy game for the PS2.
• The first in the history of the Final Fantasy installments to integrate voiceovers into a majority of the story scenes.
• Features a special effects system known as the "Facial Motion System," which adds subtle facial expressions to characters in real time.
• Fully 3D environments that seamlessly integrate real-time movement with boss battles, allowing players to wander an area and engage in fights on the same screen.
• Newly designed battle system that integrates traditional Final Fantasy battle elements with a unique Sphere Grid character development system.
• Life-like, high-polygon, motion-captured characters designed by renowned artist Tetsuya Nomura.
• Enchanting musical score, written by famed composer Nobuo Uematsu, with tracks featuring a distinct Japanese Okinawan flavor.
• All new side quests and minigames, such as the underwater sport of blitzball and a monster arena.

Final Fantasy X / X-2 
HD Remaster Playstation Vita RPG 2014

In ages past, the world of Spira experienced a golden age of perfection, brought about by an advanced civilization through the use of wondrous machinery called machina.. 

However, around one thousand years before the present day, a colossal menace known only as "Sin" appeared and sundered all before it. Though a line of summoners have since 
brought Sin low many times, it inevitably returns in an unending cycle of destruction. In the face of this ever-pervasive threat, the people of Spira flocked to the teachings of Yevon, 
which tell that Sin is a punishment to those who relied overly on machina. 

Tidus is a young Blitzball star that mysteriously finds himself in Spira after his home city of Zanarkand is destroyed by Sin one thousand years in the past. Believing Sin to be the key 
to returning home, Tidus joins a young summoner named Yuna on her pilgrimage to destroy Sin and bring about the Calm.

Final Fantasy X HD 
Remaster Playstation Vita RPG 2016

Final Fantasy X 
International

PlayStation 2 RPG 2002
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Final Fantasy X/X-2 HD 
Remaster PlayStation 3 RPG 2014

FINAL FANTASY X:

In ages past, the world of Spira experienced a golden age of perfection, brought about by an advanced civilization through the use of wondrous machinery called machina.

However, around one thousand years before the present day, a colossal menace known only as "Sin" appeared and sundered all before it. Though a line of summoners have since 
brought Sin low many times, it inevitably returns in an unending cycle of destruction. In the face of this ever-pervasive threat, the people of Spira flocked to the teachings of Yevon, 
which tell that Sin is a punishment to those who relied overly on machina.

Tidus is a young Blitzball star that mysteriously finds himself in Spira after his home city of Zanarkand is destroyed by Sin one thousand years in the past. Believing Sin to be the key 
to returning home, Tidus joins a young summoner named Yuna on her pilgrimage to destroy Sin and bring about the Calm.

FINAL FANTASY X-2:

Two years have passed since Sin was destroyed. Since her victory and becoming a high summoner, Yuna has lived on her childhood home of Besaid Island. Then one day, Rikku 
comes to Besaid and shows Yuna a sphere. The recording is of him. Or is it?

Yuna can't tell whether it's him or just someone who looks like him. If it is him, Yuna might be able to see him one more time. No matter what the truth may be, the answers she finds 
may change things forever.

Final Fantasy XI PC RPG; MMORPG 2003

Twenty years have passed since the Great Crystal War, when the forces of darkness gathered and evil threatened the peaceful kingdoms of Vana'diel. An alliance was formed to rid 
Vana'diel of the evil--but after a narrow victory, the threat has returned. As the beastmen organize their forces and make their advance towards the nations of San d'Oria, Windurst, 
and Bastok, a desperate call goes out to adventurers around the globe for help. Begin your journey into the world of Vana'diel by creating a customized character from a host of 
physical attributes and jobs. Experience missions, quests, and boss battles by yourself or join up with other party members to form powerful alliances as you explore the incredibly 
vast environments that make up Vana'diel. In the end, fans will be pleased to discover that Final Fantasy XI will incorporate new features while retaining the renowned series' familiar 
look and feel.

Through the PlayOnline Viewer, players will be able to connect and communicate on Final Fantasy XI--whether they are playing on a PlayStation 2 computer entertainment system 
or a PC. Aside from using the PlayOnline Viewer as your gateway to Final Fantasy XI, players can use other applications including PlayOnline Chat and PlayOnline Mail, access to 
support, customization tools, and other games, like the enhanced online version of the Tetra Master card game from Final Fantasy IX.

• First massively multiplayer online role-playing game (MMORPG) in the renowned Final Fantasy series.
• First cross-platform massively multiplayer online role-playing game (MMORPG) which allows gamers to connect to the same gaming world--whether they are playing on a 

PlayStation 2 or a PC.
• From one of three starting nations, players can partake in conquests to elevate their nation's standing, missions to build their reputation within a nation, and quests to 

discover useful items, earn money, and uncover valuable information and discover more about the story of Vana'diel.
• Customize characters with a host of physical traits and jobs. Gain the ability to equip and switch support jobs at any time.
• Participate in special quests or missions to unlock exciting new jobs such as Dark Knight, Summoner, and Ninja.
• Experience a complex yet well-balanced battle system fit for beginners and experienced gamers alike. Perform strategic attacks using magic, job abilities, and weapon skills.
• More than 100 areas to explore including mountains, forests, ice plains, deserts, oceans, rivers, castles, and dungeons.
• Live in a persistent world with time and climate changes that range from full day/night cycles to desert sandstorms, thunderstorms, fog, and snow.
• Players will be able to play at their own pace and form parties by utilizing various integrated communication tools, including PlayOnline Chat and PlayOnline Mail.
• Retention of the same visual style and deep storylines that have become a staple of the Final Fantasy series.
• Includes the PlayOnline Viewer software that contains communication tools, access to support, customization tools, and games including the enhanced online version of the 

Tetra Master card game from Final Fantasy IX.
• Includes Rise of the Zilart expansion pack containing new areas and features to explore.

Final Fantasy XII PlayStation 2 RPG 2006 The story of FINAL FANTASY XII takes place in a world called "Ivalice," in an age when magic was commonplace and airships plied the skies, crowding out the heavens. A world of 
many races, the humes, bangaa, viera and, of course, moogles, all call Ivalice home.

War was on the horizon. Seeking to strengthen its base of power, the great Archadian Empire had been invading and subjugating its neighboring kingdoms one by one. The small 
Kingdom of Dalmasca was one such kingdom.

When the occupying Archadian forces established a new consul in Dalmasca's Royal City of Rabanastre, it caught the attention of Vaan, an urchin living on the streets. To Vaan, the 
Empire was a hated enemy who had taken the life of his brother—his last surviving family member. Vaan hatched a plan to sneak into the castle housing the new consul and 
unburden him of one or two of his treasures. But before he would have the chance, Vaan got far more than he bargained for; a resistance movement of former Dalmascan soldiers 
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rising up against the Archadian Empire was launching an assault! Amid the ensuing confusion that engulfed the castle, Vaan saw something he could scarcely believe. There, 
among the members of the resistance, was the figure of the sole remaining heir to the Dalmascan throne, the Princess Ashe, who'd been given up for missing...

Our story follows Vaan, Ashe, Vaan's friend Penelo, the sky pirate Balthier, his partner Fran and many more on an adventure through Ivalice that traces the mysteries behind the 
Archadian Empire's invasion. Since 1987, the FINAL FANTASY series has sold over 60 million units. FINAL FANTASY XII carries on the proud tradition, bringing new ideas to the 
series and innovation to the RPG genre.

• Every aspect of the graphics brings color to the world of Ivalice—blues and oranges reminiscent of the Mediterranean evoke a landscape alive with a mix of European and 
Arabian imagery.

• Airships feature prominently in FINAL FANTASY XII. They come in all shapes and sizes—the main airship in this story is a medium-sized craft that measures over 1,000 
feet from bow to stern. Airships are used for everything from the trading of goods to the waging of war.

• The story isn't all that's new—experience an evolved battle system with numerous features never before seen in the FINAL FANTASY series.
• 1. ADB – Active Dimension Battle is a shift from ATB (Active Time Battle), lending more realism to the battle by allowing seamless switching between the field and the battle 

scene.
• 2. Load time between the field and the battle scene that is unrelated to actual gameplay has been eliminated, ensuring smoother gaming.
• 3. Besides time elements, such as the attack timing, the player can fully utilize the field geography in terms of differences in ground level, intricate terrain, places with low 

visibility and the like.
• 4. Enemy monsters can also take advantage of the varied tactics that ADB offers, possessing sophisticated AI to ambush parties, back up their comrades and restore HP.
• Ivalice sounds better, too, with in-game events and movie scenes presented in Dolby Pro Logic II.

Final Fantasy XIII PlayStation 3 RPG 2010

Introducing new worlds, memorable characters and extraordinary stories with each new instalment, the FINAL FANTASY series has continued to reinvent itself over the last two 
decades and has shipped over 85 million copies worldwide. The series is defined by a constant evolution, offering nothing less than the finest creative vision, graphical quality and 
gameplay system of its generation with every instalment, and FINAL FANTASY XIII will be no exception to its legacy.

• Take Part in a Gaming Experience that Sets New Standards – The first in the series developed for a simultaneous release on multiple high-definition consoles, FINAL 
FANTASY XIII pushes new boundaries in cinematic presentation, sound and gameplay.

• Experience the Unity of Speed and Strategy with the Ultimate Active Time Battle system – The familiar system has evolved, granting players the freedom of executing 
numerous commands in a single turn with the multi-slot ATB gauge. Whether inputting singular commands in each slot for consecutive attacks, or expending multiple slots 
at once to activate a devastating blow, it's up to the players to respond effectively to the battle conditions at hand.

• Adapt to the Ever-Changing Tide of Battle with Paradigms – A brand-new game mechanic enabling players to assign roles to their party members at any time during battle, 
shifting between combat paradigms. Consisting of various combinations of the game's six roles, ranging from Commando, the offensive specialist, to Medic, the 
quintessential healer, paradigms allow players to respond and adapt instantly to any given situation to turn the tide and seize victory.

• Witness the Battle Scene Transform with an All-New Summon System – Introducing Gestalt Mode, a powerful dimension of the summon system that elevates the action to a 
whole new level. In Gestalt Mode, characters and their transformed Eidolons fight as one, dealing massive damage to enemies through simple button commands.

• Delve into an Emotional Experience – An immersive storyline connects players to an intriguing cast of characters. Will they have the strength to confront their cursed fates, 
or will destiny prevail over all that they believe in?

Final Fantasy XIII-2 PlayStation 3 RPG 2012

Final Fantasy XIV PC MMORPG 2010 FINAL FANTASY XIV marks the latest installment to the FINAL FANTASY series, and brings with it unprecedented levels of player choice and freedoms. FINAL FANTASY XIV 
introduces adventurers to the Armoury system, which influences character development as well as their individual gameplay experience. After choosing a path on which to embark, 
be it the Discipline of War, Discipline of Magic, Discipline of the Land or Discipline of the Hand, players may then select any of various classes, and need do no more than simply 
equip the proper weapon or tool to instantly change their active skills.

In their travels, players will come upon massive, crystalline formations known as aetheryte - dense concentrations of Hydaelyn's aether that allow for teleportation throughout 
Eorzea. By using small, rectangular plates called guildleves, the powers of aetheryte can be unlocked, granting players to ability to travel instantaneously from location to location. A 
wide variety of guildleves provide levequests tailored for individuals as well as large parties, with the end result being near endless opportunities for exploration and adventure for 
years to come.

• Conceived and produced from notable FINAL FANTASY developers - Produced by Hiromichi Tanaka (FINAL FANTASY I, II, III and XI), and directed by Nobuaki Komoto 
(FINAL FANTASY IX, XI), with art direction by Akihiko Yoshida (Vagrant Story, FINAL FANTASY XII) and musical score by Nobuo Uematsu (FINAL FANTASY series).

• In-depth character creation - Choose a race and clan before going on to customize your avatar's face, hairstyle, skin color and more, with subtle adjustments allowing for 
limitless possibilities.

• The Armoury - With defining emphasis on the game's weapons and tools, the Armoury is a unique class system that influences both character development and an 
individual's style of play. With it, players have the flexibility and freedom to fight, craft and gather whenever and however they so choose. Simply equipping an item will 
automatically cause the character to take on the class associated with it.

• Aetheryte transportation - Traverse the realm of Eorzea instantly using this seemingly supernatural teleportation system.
• Solo or Party play - Adventure alone or in the company of others as you undertake quests and engage in battles on your travels through Eorzea.
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Final Fantasy: Crystal 
Chronicles GameCube Action; RPG 2004

In a world ravaged by plague, the people depend on a blessed crystal. In order for this crystal to maintain its sparkle and power, Mirula Droplets are constantly needed. These 
crystallized drops can only be found in the deepest, darkest caverns of a far-off dungeon. Every year, the Crystal Caravan must collect the precious Mirula Droplets, burdened with 
the fate of the villagers. This year, however, players and up to three friends must take the caravan that makes the vital excursion to save the villagers lives. As a long and perilous 
trek is taken through a wilderness overrun by monsters, players will fight through this epic role-playing game with the story and graphic quality fans have come to expect from the 
Final Fantasy series.

• Discover multiplayer connectivity! Up to four players can play simultaneously, working cooperatively to solve puzzles and defeat enemies on their quest, using their Game 
Boy Advance systems to control their character data and view character information. Some clues may only be available to certain players, and they'll have to communicate 
and cooperate to share the information they receive on their personal game screens!

• Line up four players side-by-side to communicate with one another as you move through dungeons and defeat enemies together.

Final Fantasy: Crystal 
Chronicles: Ring of 
Fates

Nintendo DS RPG 2008

The Great Crystal protects the land from the malefic glow of the blood red moon. Twins are born to this land, endowed with a shared, mystical power. Their peaceful life is suddenly 
changed with the rise of the blood red moon. All fates are etched into the crystal.

• Unique action-based gameplay ... with 3D levels, exploration and puzzle solving
• Action-based control system lets you experience the adventure your way
• Experience exhilarating real-time battles with intuitive controls
• Gorgeous 3D graphics and an emotional audio score creates a beautiful world to explore
• Co-operate with up to four players to explore via Nintendo DS Wireless Communication
• Realise the tale of two heroic yet innocent twins in a unique story of fate, adventure and fraternal love.
• Hundreds of different item and costume combinations add to the fun. Changes to costume and equipment are directly visible on your character in the game
• Trade with friends using Nintendo Wi-Fi Connection functions
• Additional content over the original Japanese version, with four new quests
• Can be played in English, French, German and Spanish. The multiplayer mode allows friends to play together regardless of their selected language.

Final Fantasy: Mystic 
Quest SNES RPG; 

Action/Adventure 1992

Final Fantasy: Mystic 
Quest SNES RPG; 

Action/Adventure 1992

Firestriker SNES Adventure

Front Mission SNES

Front Mission 3 PlayStation RPG; Strategy 2000

Front Mission 4 PlayStation 2 RPG; Strategy 2004

F-Zero X Nintendo 64 Racing 1998

Game of Thrones PlayStation 3 RPG 2012

Golden Axe: Beast 
Rider

PlayStation 3 Action; RPG 2008 Golden Axe delivers action-RPG thrills as a small band of Riders embark on an epic adventure to recruit allies, expose the enemy and prevent the annihilation of their breed. 
Delivering an intense and unique combat experience, players charge into battle on the backs of ferocious beasts or take their chances with the enemy while on foot. Fighting skill, 
wits and even magic are all called into action as players immerse themselves in the struggle to defeat an evil intent on enslaving the remains of civilization.
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• Beast-Riding and Savage Combat: Players will cut down enemies while riding on an array of deadly, magical beasts.
• Brutal Melee Action: With swords and axes, players will unleash barbaric killing moves and dismembering attacks.
• Spells & Magic Weapons: Weapon upgrades and powerful unlockable elemental-based spells and magic will give players the advantage in battle.
• Harsh & Desolate Landscapes: There is a huge, ravaged, destructible world to explore... and survive.
• Classic Golden Axe Legacy: As the young warrior, Tyris Flare, players will encounter familiar friends and foes, and collect power-ups from pesky gnomes in a magical world 

of beasts.
• New Story Details Revealed: Players will discover events that took place before the original Golden Axe storyline as Tyris Flare, the famous half-Gladiator/half-Barbarian 

heroine, begins the epic quest to avenge her tribe.

Golden Sun: Dark 
Dawn Nintendo DS RPG 2010

A classic role-playing game branches out with a new look, countless adventures and heroic battles. The game picks up 30 years after the first two games in the series left off. At the 
end of Golden Sun: The Lost Age, the heroes succeeded in bringing the world-healing power of the Golden Sun back to the world of Weyard. In the years since, the immense power 
of the Golden Sun has changed nearly everything. Continents have shifted. New countries have emerged. New species have appeared. But the world is now imperiled by a new 
threat. Psynergy Vortexes, which suck the elemental Psynergy from both the land and power-wielding Adepts alike, are spreading across the world. The new generation of heroes - 
the children of those from the previous games - are drawn into the mystery behind the vortexes, as they cross a chaotic world that is succumbing to a new evil.

• Amazing graphics and beautifully animated summoning abilities that span Nintendo DS screens let players experience the game like never before.
• The story takes place 30 years after the final events of the second game, when the Golden Sun Effect occurred. The main characters are the descendents of the previous 

game's heroes.
• Intuitive touch-screen control has been implemented throughout the game, controlling character movements and the release of Psynergy - magical abilities with powerful 

effects over people and the environment. Touch control also streamlines battle commands and gives players a stronger tactile connection to the action on the screen.
• Players will explore a vast and beautifully rendered world where they will find many treasures, encounter dangerous creatures and manipulate objects blocking their path. 

Players will also hunt for and collect Djinn, mysterious elemental creatures used to summon powerful spirits in battle.

Grandia PlayStation RPG 1999

Grandia III PlayStation 2 RPG 2006

Yuki has idolized the legendary pilot Schmidt since he was a young boy and has been trying to build his own ever since. Loving the freedom of flight, he dreams of one day leaving 
his small island and reaching the mainland.

In the woods not far away, Alfina rides alone on a horse-drawn carriage. She is a Communicator, one of the few who can speak with the Guardians, gods that protect the world. She 
is hurrying to a temple to take the place of her brother, Emelious. Resentment of his obligated duty as a Communicator has turned Emelious into a cruel and violent being filled with 
hate.

• Romp through vibrant and colorful fantasy locales and natural environments
• Stunning cinematic sequences are animated by hand without the use of motion capture
• Scan surroundings to look for search points or treasure chests
• Ply the skies by plane to journey from one place to another
• Use your sword in the "random encounter free" field to destroy objects or stun enemies before attacking
• Seamless transition from field screen to battles with over-the-top animations
• Semi real-time battle system allows for fast paced action and strategizing with a Command Wheel breaks the RPG mold of typical command text windows
• Perform and link up Aerial Combo attacks for massive damage
• Multiple auto-battle settings for each character dictate fighting strategy, in addition, utilize the Strategy Advice System for tips during critical moments in battle
• Control conversation flow during special event scenes.

The Granstream Saga PlayStation RPG 1998

Harvest Moon: A 
Wonderful Life

GameCube RPG; Adventure 2004 You've saved your family's farm and you've saved your homeland...now it's time to live your life! An all-new Harvest Moon adventure is coming to the Nintendo GameCube. 

Harvest Moon: A Wonderful Life will span a lifetime on the farm and follow all the drama that goes with it. Not only must you build and successfully run a farm, but you must also 
build a successful life, with family and friends! 

• You will be part of the drama, not just a spectator of it! You will interact with the many people around you, including your wife and son.
• The characters will not act in a repetitive fashion...however their actions will constantly change with the environment that you create. 
• A variety of fruits and vegetables added to increase the quality of the game. 
• More home extension...more tools...
• A new chapter system will be incorporated into the Harvest Moon series for the first time: 
• Your life on the farm will be for 30 years, divided into 6 chapters. 
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• The story starts when you meet your future wife and begin to raise a family. Each chapter will represent different parts of your life. 
• It will take roughly 40 hours to complete the game. 
• In addition, there will be multiple endings...increasing the replay value.
• A new mode will be added to the game, Free Play Mode will let you play as long as you want on the farm! 
• Harvest Moon: A Wonderful Life will communicate with the new Harvest Moon title for the Game Boy Advance. By linking these two games together new events and items 

will become available!

Harvest Moon: Back to 
Nature PlayStation RPG 2000

As a child you visited your Grandfather's ranch when vacation plans fell through. Return to the farm that holds fond childhood memories and rejuvenate its long neglected fields. 
Tend to your livestock and interact with over 50 characters. As you struggle to make the farm something your grandfather would be proud of, one nagging question remains: What 
ever happened to the little girl that you knew a decade ago?

Heavenly Sword PlayStation 3 Action/Adventure 2007

Emotionally charged, stunningly beautiful and delivering unprecedented dramatic character performance, Heavenly Sword showcases the power of PLAYSTATION 3. A dramatic 
tale of revenge sees Nariko, a fiery red-haired heroine embark on a quest for vengeance against an invading King and his army. The story builds around the ancient Heavenly Sword 
which once belonged to a powerful deity. It can never be wielded by a mortal without it draining their life-force, killing them within hours.

When the invading King (played by Andy Serkis) destroys the warrior clan that guards the Heavenly Sword, the clan leader's daughter, Nariko, takes up the sword in a desperate 
fight for survival. Nariko must now pay the ultimate price as she embarks on one last mission of vengeance against the King and his army before her life is finally drawn to a close…

Andy Serkis, the world's leading CG actor, famous for his roles as Gollum in "The Lord of the Rings" and Kong in "King Kong", was heavily involved in the creative process. As well 
as starring in Heavenly Sword as the villain, King Botan, Andy was a major contributor to the character development, writing, casting, directing and performance capture for the 
PLAYSTATION 3 game.

• The Heavenly Sword itself can Transform into Three Distinct Stances – Players can switch between on the fly allowing players to create their own fighting styles.
• The Combat Engine can Scale Up – From sophisticated one-on-one encounters to one-on-many, where enemies employ intelligent squad-based dynamics, right up to 

combat against battalions pushing real-time gameplay and AI to unprecedented new levels.
• Physics-based Combat – Players can sweep debris against opponents, kick tables to halt an oncoming surge of fighters, smash the enemy into the scenery or throw bodies 

into other enemies using aftertouch controls.
• Wide Range of Objects and Weaponry – Including multi-skewering spears and devastatingly explosive bazookas.
• Creative in-game Cinematography – Coupled with real-time story evolvement and amazing set-pieces makes the action feel like a blockbuster action movie and takes 

combat gameplay to new heights.

Hoshigami: Ruining 
Blue Earth Remix Nintendo DS RPG; Strategy 2007

c Our hero, Fazz, and his ragtag band of mercenaries are thrust into the fight and are hired to protect one of the Ruins of Ixia from the Valaimian forces. Unbeknownst to them, an 
insidious evil begins to rise from the shadows... Will Fazz be able to stop it before Mardias is destroyed?

• Experience the world of Hoshigami like never before!: Hoshigami Remix also features a brand new character, missions, music, character art, as well as a new 
localization.Novice tactician or battle-hardened veteran?: Select from three different difficulty levels and tailor the game to your skill.

• Immerse yourself in battle with an enhanced user interface: Issue strategic commands quickly and efficiently with a revised, streamlined interface and optional stylus control!
• Over 50 hours of gameplay with branching paths and multiple endings!: Are you skilled enough to get the one and only true ending?
• Trade special items with your friends: Be a power player and jumpstart your friends' games with super weapons, armor and spells!

Hunted: The Demon's 
Forge PlayStation 3 Action 2011

Set in a dark fantasy world, Hunted: The Demon's Forge is an unforgettable cooperative action game, pitting you and your partner against waves of vicious enemies. Taking control 
of either E'lara, a ranged weapon expert, or Caddoc, a master swordsman, you must use a variety of weapons, powerful spells, and cover tactics to battle your way through 
menacing dungeons, overgrown ruins, and downtrodden towns. Discover secrets and complete co-op-based puzzles whilst exploring the sinister world to discover answers to the 
game's deep, dark mysteries.

The dark ages have become corrupted. Heinous creatures have emerged from underground. Townsfolk across the land are disappearing. Upon the promise of their fortune in gold, 
mercenaries E'lara and Caddoc take on the daunting task of discovering where the innocent villagers have been taken. Their journey will lead them on a dark and twisted path where 
they will encounter death, slavery, and sacrifice. Travel deep within the world of Kala Moor...and to the secrets of The Demon's Forge.

• Powered by the Unreal 3 engine, the world of Hunted comes to life in a third-person dungeon crawl with the intensity and action of a modern-day shooter. 
• Combine E'lara's ranged attacks with Caddoc's melee expertise to pull off gruesome co-op kill moves, perform special attacks, and heal one another regardless of where 

they in relation to one another on the battlefield. The characters' differing combat methods allow player strategy to vary from one play through to the next. 
• Wade into the thick of the fight using melee skills, or tactically use cover combat to dispatch hordes of creatures with bows and spells. 
• Powerful magic spells can be used to boost your partner's combat effectiveness and even the odds against increasingly formidable enemies. 

Hunter: The Reckoning 
Wayward

PlayStation 2 Action 2003 Welcome back to the sleepy town of Ashcroft, where two years ago a supernatural evil was destroyed by four Hunters. In the last two years the town has put the past behind 
them...or so they thought. A cult has formed underground and now two years later events reminiscent of the past have begun to occur. After receiving a distress call from a 
mysterious new Hunter, the four original Hunters realize they must return to the town. Evil has again resurfaced and the Hunters are Ashcroft's only hope of deliverance.

In this 3rd person action-shooter set in the fantasy world of White Wolf role-playing, players act as human monster-hunters protecting and defending lives of the innocent. One to two 
players choose from 5 playable Hunters, each possessing a vast array of weapons, edges (spells) and supernatural abilities. 
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Players can expect the same none-stop action, outstanding graphics and authentic White Wolf storyline that makes the Hunter: The Reckoning franchise so successful and 
addictive. With a psychotic and highly dangerous new character joining the original Hunter team, new environments and weapons, players are armed to battle creatures of the dead 
in order to fulfill their mission to fight evil. Let the hunt begin.

• Choose from five playable characters; each with unique weapons, edges and supernatural abilities 
• Introduces Hunter Headquarters, a unique game flow system allowing players to select different characters, weapons and review objectives between levels A little help from 

your friends - supports two-player cooperative games
• 25 expansive, story-telling levels with several repayable variations
• Rip apart supernatural enemies piece-by-piece by dismembering heads, arms and legs in gory detail 
•
• Battle over 20 monster types using a huge arsenal of melee, ranged and spell weapons 

Hydlide NES Action 1989

Illusion of Gaia SNES RPG 1994

inFamous PlayStation 3 Action; Sandbox 2009

Cole, an everyday guy, sets out to deliver a package in the downtown area of Empire City. Present at the scene of a devastating explosion that rocks Empire City, he barely 
manages to survive the event. As riots erupt in the aftermath, the city collapses into chaos and becomes overrun by powerful criminals. The city is quarantined from the mainland, 
and television broadcasts link Cole to the scene of the crime. Cole is now a wanted man, but he's also wielding extraordinary powers as a result of the explosion.

As an evolving mystery unfolds, Cole must learn how to grasp his newfound super powers as he searches for the real culprits behind the blast in an attempt to rescue Empire City 
from complete anarchy.

• Be a Hero: Take on the role of Cole, an everyday guy and urban explorer, who develops a wide range of electricity-based powers. Learn how to adapt to Cole's evolving 
powers in an attempt to save Empire City and its people.

• Super Powers: Feel what it is like to discover, grow and use a wide range of electricity-based super powers (good or bad); and grasp the responsibility that comes from 
being so powerful.

• Epic Battles: Experience what it is like to be a true hero, taking responsibility for every action, as players battle against powerful iconic villains.
• Open Dynamic World: Coupling rich powers with a reactive environment and population, experience complete freedom to explore a deep, open interactive city. Players will 

be challenged to decide if they choose to save or destroy Empire City.
• Urban exploration: Scale the cityscape to discover new vantage points and employ a vertical combat system. Utilize Cole's climbing skills to go where most people can not, 

opening up a variety of offensive and defensive combat options.
• Organic, City Ecology: Watch the citizens and city react and evolve depending on players' actions. Events will unfold based on the role players take in them, creating 

broader reactions in the city's people and environment.

Ironsword: Wizards and 
Warriors 2 NES Action/Adventure 1989

Jade Cocoon 2 PlayStation 2 RPG 2001

ENTER the haunting world of Jade Cocoon 2 and experience a fantasy RPG of boundless possibilities. Set centuries after the first Cocoon Master purified the wicked Forest Minions 
and freed his village from a sleep curse, this tale tells the story of a new deadly parasite called Kalma. Kahu, a fledgling Cocoon Master, must now brave the four elementally-
themed forests and seek the Orbs of Cocoon Masters past before Kalma overtakes himself and the earth. 

Within the intense quest for the four Orbs lies a unique battle system where you can capture hundreds of monsters into cocoons and train them from hatchlings to become your own 
greatest weapons. Join Kahu and his trusty companion, Nico, on their journey to rid the land of menacing monsters, find the magical Orbs, and defeat the deadly Kalma. 

• A full-featured RPG set in a rich 3D polygonal world. 
• Innovative combat system: 
• Create an army of fighters from over 200 species of monsters. 
• Capture and cross-breed these monsters to create billions of your own ultimate warriors. 
• Battle with up to 8 monsters at a time. 
• Special 2-player battle mode allows you and a friend to pit your best-bred creatures against each other. 
• A deep and engaging story told with over 200 event scenes, over 20 times more than in the original. 
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Jade Cocoon: Story of 
the Tamamayu

PlayStation RPG 1999 Enter the world of Jade Cocoon: Story of the Tamamayu. As Levant, a Cocoon Master, you will engage powerful monsters in deadly one on one combat. As the magic and talon 
clashes of these battles turn to your favor you can call on the mystic cocoon powers and capture your fallen foe. Once captured these mighty creatures will be the key to unlocking 
the curse that has overcome your village.

Justice League Heroes PlayStation 2 Fighting 2006 JUSTICE LEAGUE HEROES is an action adventure game with role-playing customization featuring Superman, Batman, Green Lantern, The Flash, Wonder Woman, Martian 
Manhunter, Zatanna and other unlockable Justice League super heroes.

Kingdoms of Amalur: 
Reckoning PlayStation 3 RPG 2012

Kingdoms of Amalur: Reckoning is an open-world action role-playing game set in Amalur, a mysterious and magical new fantasy world created by New York Times bestselling 
author R. A. Salvatore. Brought to life visually through the trademark style of renowned artist and Spawn creator Todd McFarlane, Reckoning brings a new level of visual style and 
visceral action combat to the RPG genre. The game is being developed under the leadership of Ken Rolston, lead designer of the critically acclaimed RPGs Elder Scrolls III: 
Morrowind and Elder Scrolls IV: Oblivion.

Reckoning combines intense third-person action combat with deep exploration, expansive character development and customization, and immersive storytelling in an extraordinarily 
detailed fantasy universe. Gamers begin their journey when they miraculously rise from the dead, wielding dangerous new magic capable of changing the very Fate of Amalur. 
Thrust into a brutal war between multiple races, factions, and alliances, players vie for the secrets of their immortality and the ancient evil that threatens to consume the world.

The lore of Kingdoms of Amalur spans an epic course of 10,000 years of history created by R. A. Salvatore. Reckoning captures a moment in this history, the tale of a singular hero 
capable of reshaping the fate of the world of Amalur. Every building, tree, and creature has a clear and defined history within this immersive world filled with extraordinary 
landscapes, mysterious cities, colorful characters, and fantastic creatures inspired by the legendary art style of Todd McFarlane.

• Intense Action Combat in an RPG - Create your own unique combat style, choosing from among nine different melee weapon classes and dozens of devastating spells in 
Reckoning's unique Action Magic combat system. Eradicate your enemies in grand fight sequences featuring brutal Fateshift finishing moves that will redefine visceral RPG 
combat.

• Open World RPG Design Led by Ken Rolston - Play your way through 60+ hours of riveting storyline, diverse side quests, and open-world exploration created by RPG gurus 
Ken Rolston (Lead Designer, Morrowind, Oblivion), Creative Director Mark Nelson (Lead Designer, Shivering Isles; Morrowind, Oblivion, Fallout 3), and Lead Designer Ian 
Frazier (Titan Quest).

• Rich Fiction and Storytelling by R.A. Salvatore - Reckoning is set in the Kingdoms of Amalur universe and its 10,000 years of deep fiction created by 22-time New York 
Times bestselling author R.A. Salvatore.

• Art and Action Directed by Todd McFarlane - Brought to life through the direction of renowned Spider-Man artist Todd McFarlane, creator of Spawn and Founder of Image 
Comics, Reckoning brings you intense action combat, hordes of gruesome enemies, and beautifully realized fantasy vistas.

• Choose Your Destiny - Create your character from dozens of unique skills and abilities, and further customize it as Reckoning's revolutionary new Destiny System unlocks 
powerful new Destinies based on how you choose to play. Millions of combinations of weapons and armor allow you complete the character that looks and plays the way 
you've always hoped.

The Last of Us PlayStation 3 Action/Adventure 2013 The population has been decimated. The United States government has collapsed long ago. Twenty years after the outbreak, abandoned cities are slowly reclaimed by nature. 
Roaming bands of survivors are killing each other for food, weapons, or whatever they can get their hands on.

Joel, a ruthless survivor with few moral lines left to cross, lives in one of the last remaining Quarantine Zones. These walled-off, oppressive cities are run by what's left of the military. 
Despite the strict martial law, Joel operates in the black market of the city, smuggling contraband for the right price.

Joel is asked by a dying friend to look after Ellie, a fourteen-year-old girl with courage beyond her years. What starts out as a simple job to deliver Ellie to another Quarantine Zone, 
soon transforms into a profound journey that will forever change Joel and Ellie.

As they trek across a post-pandemic United States, Joel and Ellie will encounter different factions of survivors that have each found a unique way of dealing with the infected 
humans, the lack of supplies, and the threat of other survivors. As Joel and Ellie struggle to persevere, they must learn to trust each other and work together in order to survive the 
realities of this new world.

At its core, The Last of Us is about the bond that forms between Joel and Ellie--it is the story of love, loyalty and redemption. 

• Become the hunter and the hunted in a brutal post-pandemic world. Play as Joel, a ruthless survivor, who is paired with Ellie, a brave young teenage girl, as they work 
together to endure a dangerous trek across a familiar, yet post-pandemic United States.

• Intense character-driven narrative featuring a cast of resonant characters that take you on a rich, emotional journey via Naughty Dog's award-winning cinematic storytelling, 
performance capture, and high-production values.

• Explore a decimated, overgrown America reclaimed by nature, marked with remnants of human civilization juxtaposed against beautiful, lush environments, delivered by 
realistic and stunning graphics.
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• Strategize how to survive enemy encounters as the Balance of Power AI system continuously adapts to whether Joel or the enemies gain the upper hand. Quickly maneuver 
to survive encounters as enemies will change their behavior based on what weapon they see Joel holding, how many of them are left alive, and whether the player has 
managed to surprise them.

• Learn how to survive day-by-day: scavenge for vital resources, craft weaponry out of environmental objects, and compete with other survivors for limited supplies and 
ammo.

Legacy of the Wizard NES Action; Adventure 1989

Legaia 2: Duel Saga PlayStation 2 RPG 2002

Legaia 2: Duel Saga includes numerous features new to the RPG genre. The game incorporates a unique battle system called 'Tactical Arts'. This system allows players to enter a 
series of directional button inputs to call up special attack combos and manoeuvres. Tactical Arts attacks will be accompanied by dynamic camera angles to further enhance the 
effect. Players will also have access to 'Origins' that assist characters in fighting battles and solving puzzles. Each member of the adventure party will have a different Origin 
available to him or her. These can be used for battling enemies, healing injured party members, and destroying barriers.

Players will also have the option of combining different items to create more powerful and useful weapons and tools. Legaia 2: Duel Saga also has numerous mini-games such as 
darts games, slot machines, roulette, etc, that enrich the gameplay experience.

• Utilise special attack combos with the Tactical Arts System - a unique battle system never before seen in an RPG game.
• Call on elemental forces - Origins - to battle enemies, heal injured friends, and destroy barriers.
• Combine weapons and items to create new and more powerful weapons, tools, and items.
• Add hours of gameplay with multiple side-missions and mini games including darts, slot machines, and roulette.

The Legend of Dragoon PlayStation RPG 2000

The Legend of Dragoon PlayStation RPG 2000

The Legend of Heroes: 
Trails of Cold Steel PlayStation 3 RPG 2016

Taking place on the same continent as the fan favourite Trails in the Sky offshoot of Nihon Falcom's storied The Legend of Heroes franchise, Trails of Cold Steel (Sen no Kiseki in 
Japanese) is the first in the series to tread Erebonian soil and explore the inner political conflicts of this oft-mentioned powerhouse nation in detail. With a standalone story that also 
delves into the expansive lore that has become synonymous with the series, players can enjoy school life and bond with fellow students to earn new abilities in battle, take 
advantage of speedy, tactical turn-based combat with the newly-developed "ARCUS" system, and take part in dramatic events that stand to shift the balance of power between 
Erebonia's feuding nobility and commoners. 

• A World Rich in Depth for Veterans and Newcomers Alike: The events of Trails of Cold Steel are expertly told so that longtime Trails veterans and newcomers to the 
series alike can equally enjoy its detailed, highly nuanced storyline.

• New Link System Adds Depth to Combat: Take advantage of the Combat Link System by bonding with allies throughout the school year, netting a variety of combat 
benefits including healing, guarding and more.

• A Sleek Update to a Classic Growth Mechanic: Trails of Cold Steel streamlines the classic "Orbment" magic system from previous titles with new "ARCUS" units, 
allowing for more ready access to abilities and quicker customization.

• Cross-Save Makes Playing Anywhere Possible: Trails of Cold Steel was developed with Cross-Save for both the PS3 and PlayStation Vita systems, allowing players to 
unravel events within the game from home or on the go.

The Legend of Heroes: 
Trails of Cold Steel

Playstation Vita RPG 2016 Taking place on the same continent as the fan favourite Trails in the Sky offshoot of Nihon Falcom's storied The Legend of Heroes franchise, Trails of Cold Steel (Sen no Kiseki in 
Japanese) is the first in the series to tread Erebonian soil and explore the inner political conflicts of this oft-mentioned powerhouse nation in detail. With a standalone story that also 
delves into the expansive lore that has become synonymous with the series, players can enjoy school life and bond with fellow students to earn new abilities in battle, take 
advantage of speedy, tactical turn-based combat with the newly-developed "ARCUS" system, and take part in dramatic events that stand to shift the balance of power between 
Erebonia's feuding nobility and commoners. 

• A World Rich in Depth for Veterans and Newcomers Alike: The events of Trails of Cold Steel are expertly told so that longtime Trails veterans and newcomers to the 
series alike can equally enjoy its detailed, highly nuanced storyline.

• New Link System Adds Depth to Combat: Take advantage of the Combat Link System by bonding with allies throughout the school year, netting a variety of combat 
benefits including healing, guarding and more.

• A Sleek Update to a Classic Growth Mechanic: Trails of Cold Steel streamlines the classic "Orbment" magic system from previous titles with new "ARCUS" units, 
allowing for more ready access to abilities and quicker customization.
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• Cross-Save Makes Playing Anywhere Possible: Trails of Cold Steel was developed with Cross-Save for both the PS3 and PlayStation Vita systems, allowing players to 
unravel events within the game from home or on the go.

The Legend of Heroes: 
Trails of Cold Steel II PlayStation 3 RPG 2016

Trails of Cold Steel II picks up one month after the decisive collision that changed the fate of the entire nation of Erebonia. The speedy, tactical turn-based combat with the newly-
developed "ARCUS" system returns, with all the bells and whistles players fondly remember, along with the new Overdrive mode, new means of transportation both across the land 
and sky, new allies, new dangers, and a renewed sense of hope as Rean tirelessly works to right the wrongs that have led the country to disarray. 

• A Sequel that Remembers the Past: Clear data from Trails of Cold Steel carries over, granting bonus stats and extra items, while also remembering the many relationships 
cultivated during the earlier time spent at Thors Military Academy to allow for more personalized conversations throughout the story

• The Link System Returns with a new Overdrive Mode: Bonding with allies continues to pay off with the Combat Link System, netting a variety of combat benefits including 
healing, guarding, and more, while the new Overdrive mode allows linked characters to attack up to three turns in a row for new strategic battle options

• Recruit Allies from Across the Map to Prepare for War Find and recruit dozens of fellow Thors attendees who are now scattered across the country to gain exclusive shops, 
goods, training modes, systems, and plenty more colorful dialogue that's a staple of the Trails series

• Take to the Land and Sky in New Modes of Transportation: A personalized airship allows players to swiftly descend upon both familiar and foreign destinations, and travel 
on land is faster than ever between horseback riding or customizing and utilizing Angelica's orbal bike.

Legend of Legaia PlayStation RPG 1999

Legend of Mana PlayStation RPG 2000

The Legend of Zelda 
Collector's Edition GameCube RPG; Adventure 2003

The latest Legend of Zelda adventure begins with young Link living a peaceful life on a tiny island. One day, Link witnesses a huge, menacing bird that snatches Link's younger 
sister and flies away with her. Link follows in hot pursuit. His search for her sets in motion an epic adventure that will have Link sailing the high seas and searching for answers to the 
mystery behind her disappearance.

The Legend of Zelda: A 
Link to the Past SNES Action/Adventure 1992

The Legend of Zelda: A 
Link to the Past SNES Action/Adventure 1992

The Legend of Zelda: 
Four Swords 
Adventures

GameCube RPG; 
Action/Adventure 2004

Long ago, a valiant hero defeated an evil wind demon known as Vaati and imprisoned him with a powerful magical seal. Over time, the magical seal weakened – now, Vaati has 
escaped and abducted Princess Zelda and the six Shrine Maidens. To thwart Vaati's nefarious forces, legendary hero Link turns to the mystical power of the Four Sword to split 
himself into four colored copies of himself. Armed with four times the sword-power, the fearsome foursome embarks on a quest to collect Force Gems and save Princess Zelda. 
Their journey will take them through enemy-infested lands and puzzle-plagued dungeons.

• Gather your friends and head to Hyrule for a legendary quest that fuses intense Zelda™ multiplayer competitive and cooperative game play. Four Swords Adventures 
features a unique game-play system that incorporates both the GBA and the TV – when you enter a structure or delve underground, your character switches from the TV to 
your GBA; when you emerge, the frantic action shifts back onto the main screen. 

• Finally – multiplayer Zelda for Nintendo GameCube! Up to four players can link their Game Boy Advance systems to a Nintendo GameCube system to join a fun and frantic 
competition for Force Gems and special items while cooperating to move massive blocks, trigger switches and slay mighty bosses. Explore the eight massive worlds of the 
Hyrulean Adventure mode, or just fight your friends in Shadow Battle mode!

• As a single player, you'll assume control of all four Links and command their every move by seamlessly switching between battle formations. You'll have to use your wits 
and all four heroes to overcome obstacles and execute devastating four-sword whirlwind attacks.

• The high-resolution, top-down play perspective features dazzling visual effects like vivid, colored lighting, silky-smooth water ripples, swirling smoke and stylized weather 
effects. 

The Legend of Zelda: 
Majora's Mask 3D

Nintendo 3DS Action/Adventure 2015 The Legend of Zelda: Majora's Mask 3D brings Link's engrossing, spooky quest through the mysterious world of Termina to a handheld system for the first time, with enhanced 3D 
graphics and added features for users to streamline gameplay for a more comfortable experience. 
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• Highly anticipated re-imagining of the classic 2000 N64 original
• Sequel to the much-loved The Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time
• Takes advantage of the power and features of the Nintendo 3DS
• Wear various masks in order to assume different forms and abilities
• Ingenious dungeons and puzzles
• Unique storyline and game mechanics

The Legend of Zelda: 
Ocarina of Time Nintendo 64 RPG; Adventure; 

Action/Adventure 1998 Nintendo's first 3D adaption of 'The Legend of Zelda'. This is a very large game on the N64 with alot of dungeons and lands to explore. You have to fight, discover, talk and unravel 
mysteries surrounding all the temples. You even get to travel in time.

The Legend of Zelda: 
Ocarina of Time / 
Master Quest

GameCube RPG; Adventure 2003 Contains versions of Ocarina of Time and the never-released 64DD Ura Zelda: a remixed version of Ocarina of Time with harder dungeons ... Only true heroes will make it through 
this quest alive!

The Legend of Zelda: 
Ocarina of Time 3D Nintendo 3DS RPG; 

Action/Adventure 2011

The Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time 3D takes the Nintendo 64 classic - one of the most critically acclaimed games ever made - and returns it to the Nintendo 3DS system with the 
added depth and realism of stunning, glassesfree 3D visuals. In this game, Link sets off on a legendary journey through time to stop Ganondorf, the Gerudo King of Thieves who is 
seeking the Triforce, a holy relic that gives its holder ultimate power. The graphical upgrades and three-dimensional depth breathe new life into the expansive world of Hyrule. An 
improved and intuitive interface, coupled with the easier navigation offered by playing in a world with 3D visuals, give players better control as they solve puzzles, travel through time 
and explore this immersive world. Whether you're a first-time player or a regular visitor to Hyrule, The Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time 3D is a new adventure for everyone.

• Amazing 3D visuals and a complete graphical overhaul bring one of gaming's most beloved and celebrated franchises to life, putting the awe-inspiring world in the palm of 
your hand for you to explore whenever you like

• The Legend of Zelda: Ocarina of Time 3D retains the analog control of the original with the Circle Pad on Nintendo 3DS, but greatly improves ease of use with a touch-
based inventory system. Switching items has

• never been simpler or quicker.
• Players can also use the first-person shooting (camera-controlled) feature utilizing the gyro sensor.

The Legend of Zelda: 
The Wind Waker GameCube RPG; Adventure; 

Action/Adventure 2003

The latest Legend of Zelda adventure begins with young Link living a peaceful life on a tiny island. One day, Link witnesses a huge, menacing bird that snatches Link's younger 
sister and flies away with her. Link follows in hot pursuit. His search for her sets in motion an epic adventure that will have Link sailing the high seas and searching for answers to the 
mystery behind her disappearance.

• Dive into an all-new Legend of Zelda! It expands on the revolutionary game play of The Ocarina of Time® and features a unique new animation style.
• See characters' expressions change as they laugh and cry or show anger and surprise with a wider variety of actions and livelier, more expressive characters.

The Legend of Zelda: 
Twilight Princess GameCube RPG 2006

Link, a young man raised as a wrangler in a rural village, is ordered by the mayor to attend the Hyrule Summit. He sets off, oblivious to the dark fate that has descended upon the 
kingdom. When he enters the Twilight Realm that has covered Hyrule, he transforms into a wolf and is captured. A mysterious figure named Midna helps him break free, and with 
the aid of her magic, they set off to free the land from the shadows.

Link must explore the vast land of Hyrule and uncover the mystery behind its plunge into darkness. As he does, he'll have to enlist the aid of friendly folk, solve puzzles and battle his 
way through dangerous dungeons. In the Twilight Realm, he'll have to use his wolf abilities and Midna's magic to bring light to the land.

Besides his trusty sword and shield, Link will use his bow and arrows, fight while on horseback and use a wealth of other items, both new and old. 

• When Link travels to the darkened land of Hyrule, he transforms into a wolf and must scour the land with the help of a mysterious being named Midna.
• Ride into battle against troops of foul creatures, using an incredible horseback combat system, then take on massive bosses that must be seen to be believed.
• Many puzzles stand between Link and the fulfillment of his quest, so players must sharpen their wits as they hunt for weapons and items.
• Characters include Link, Zelda, Midna and many others, both new and old. 

The Legend of Zelda: 
Twilight Princess HD

Wii U RPG; 
Action/Adventure

2016 To restore light to the world, team up with the mysterious creature Midna and embrace the darkness to transform into a divine wolf. Fight through labyrinthine dungeons, survive 
puzzling traps, and meet a cast of characters you'll never forget in this legendary Zelda adventure. 

The Legend of Zelda: Twilight Princess is a critically acclaimed masterpiece, set in a massive world bursting with life-but also shadow. A dark figure from the Twilight Realm has 
invaded the world of light. As Link, a farmhand turned cursed beast, you'll join forces with the impish Midna, the Hyrule Resistance, and trusted (albeit unusual) allies to survive a 
quest that will take you to the farthest corners of Hyrule and beyond... to the Twilight Realm. This epic, emotional adventure is now on the Wii U console. 

• The Legend of Zelda: Twilight Princess HD is the best way to experience this critically acclaimed game
• Explore a vast Hyrule, a mysterious Twilight Realm, and masterfully-designed dungeons
• Restore balance to the world with the aid of the impish Midna and your divine wolf powers
• Transform into a divine wolf to solve puzzles with your 6th sense and battle creatures corrupted by the twilight
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• Meet a cast of friendly folk and interesting characters, like the entrepreneurial baby Malo and even a yeti couple
• Nab the exclusive Wolf Link amiibo and carry data over to the upcoming Legend of Zelda game for Wii U, launching in 2016

Lightning Returns: Final 
Fantasy XIII PlayStation 3 RPG 2014

LIGHTNING RETURNS: FINAL FANTASY XIII is a new FINAL FANTASY adventure that gives the player direct control over iconic heroine Lightning in a constantly moving, 
expansive environment, on a quest to save a doomed world from complete destruction. How will you spend your final days?

• Lightning will be the playable character - with a highly evolved range of techniques for battles and exploring the environment. Customise Lightning with a large range of 
different outfits and weapons; that affect not only the way she looks, but also her actions and abilities.

• A new battle system gives a level of direct control over the action unlike any FINAL FANTASY game, while having iconic elements that are known and loved throughout the 
series too.

• Stunning artistic direction depicts a doomed world filled with choice and diversity. Living, expansive environments featuring a rising and setting sun provide unique 
experiences for every player.

• A world on a course for total annihilation presents unique challenges; where certain areas, missions, and people will only be available during selected periods. How will you 
use your remaining time?

• Stay connected to FINAL FANTASY and its characters, with unique features that link the in-game world to the real world.

Lunar: Silver Star Story 
Complete PlayStation RPG 1999

Lunar 2: Eternal Blue 
Complete PlayStation RPG 2000

Mass Effect Trilogy PlayStation 3 Compilation 2012

As Commander Shepard, rise to become the galaxy's most elite soldier and lead an all-out war to stop an ancient and ruthless enemy: the Reapers. With over 75 hours of content 
and more than 300 awards, one of gaming's most acclaimed franchises is available for the first time in a premium foiled box set.

Heart-pounding action meets gripping interactive storytelling where you decide how your unique story unfolds. Assemble and lead your team aboard the SSV Normandy, the most 
advanced ship in the galaxy, and travel to distant and unexplored star systems. On your journey, meet a cast of intriguing characters each with their own story to tell. Wield 
devastating weapons and customize them with upgrades to create new and devastating attacks. All the thrilling action and your decisions culminate into a heroic battle against the 
greatest threat ever known.

• Over 75 hours of story content, plus Mass Effect 3's critically acclaimed multiplayer mode.
• Create and customize your own character with his or her appearance and skills, then play your Commander Shepard through all three Mass Effect games.
• Experience an amazingly rich and detailed universe where your decisions have profound consequences on the action and the outcome.
• Build a personalized arsenal with powerful weapons complete with their own upgrades and modifications
• Unleash devastating abilities and skills as you command and train an elite squad.
• Take the war online with class-based, co-operative multiplayer in Mass Effect 3.

Mega Man 64 Nintendo 64 Action 2001

Mega Man Legends PlayStation Action; Shooter 1998

In a world covered by endless water... People are forced to eke out a living on the small patches of land that remain above the sea. The people of this world rely on ancient 
technology driven by quantum refractors, a powerful energy source. These refractors lie in ancient ruins underground and in the sea and are sought out by explorers called Diggers. 
These brave explorers are the sole source of refractor energy which has become a cornerstone of the emerging civilizations. Originally, this was the Diggers' only purpose; to find 
refractors so that civilization would endure. However over the years, the story of an incredible treasure, the legendary Mother Lode, began to be whispered among the Diggers. The 
Mother Lode...a treasure so great that were it discovered, it would provide so much power that the world need never fear of running out of energy. In search of this Mother Lode, 
Diggers travel from one island to another in their flying machines ever hoping that they'll find what they seek just over the horizon. Who can say what truly motivates the Diggers? 
One day a well-known digger, Barell Casket, found a baby in an archeological site. He named the baby Mega Man Voulnut, and raised him with his granddaughter Roll. Fourteen 
years have passed since the disappearance of Roll's parents while they were excavating a site. Mega Man and Roll have followed in the footsteps of Roll's parents in an effort to 
both discover the truth of their mysterious disappearance and to find the long lost family treasure ... the Mother Lode.

Mega Man Legends 2 PlayStation Action; Shooter 2000

Mega Man Network 
Transmission

GameCube Action; RPG; 
Shooter

2003 A month has passed since the evil WWW organisation attempted to commandeer a military satellite and now cyberspace is about to encounter another menace, the devastating 
Zero Virus. It is up to Lan and Mega Man to defeat this latest threat, battle bosses and solve problems in the virtual realm. Players will need to communicate with Lan, Mega Man 
and other characters to gain information that holds vital hints to overcoming various in-game predicaments.

Mega Man Network Transmission uses the popular chip system introduced in the original Battle Network RPG. By collecting chips, players can equip Mega Man with special 
weapons and support items that enhance his abilities. For example one chip will improve Mega Man's jumping skills, while another creates a protective shield to deflect enemy 
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attacks.

• First Mega Man game for the Nintendo GameCube
• Cel shaded characters and 3D environments provide new visual design
• Customise attacks ... players can select and arrange battle chips as they wish
• Perform over 100 different attacks
• Wide variety of playing styles
• Brand new storyline ... learn what happened in between Mega Man Battle Network and Mega Man Battle Network 2

Mega Man X SNES Platformer 1993

Mega Man X Collection GameCube Shooter; Retro 2006

Join Mega Man X and Zero as they relive all six of their first Mega Man X adventures! Available for the first time in one incredible compilation, this collection also features the first US 
release of the Blue Bomber's action-packed racing game: Mega Man Battle & Chase! Now, enjoy a total of seven Mega Man games with remixed soundtracks, original and sketch 
art, plus, so many other cool features

• Mega Man X through Mega Man X6 in one collection for the first time!
• Plus the US debut of the only Mega Man racing game ever created!
• Original and sketch art, remixed soundtracks plus much more!

Mega Man X: 
Command Mission PlayStation 2 RPG 2004

In Megaman X Command Mission, Mega Man must infiltrate Giga City Island to thwart the evil plans of the Liberion Army who have initiated a riot on the isle. By choosing from a 
selection of seven different playable characters including Megaman, Zero, Axl and four characters new to the Megaman universe, gamers construct a three-member attack force to 
help bring peace to the region once and for all. It is up to gamers, to create a dream team of Megaman's allies and reploid friends and stop the destructive battle that has begun on 
Giga City Island.

Megaman X Command Mission will feature exciting action RPG-style combat and a revolutionary "Cross Order System" that allows flawless execution of special and finishing attack 
moves on enemies. Character building will be a crucial aspect of the game and by using super-energy metals called "Force Metals," weapons, abilities and attack moves can be 
upgraded, vastly improving the overall performance of characters.

• The first RPG in the Megaman universe – Megaman X Command Mission features role playing game (RPG) style combat and action elements to create a unique blue 
bomber experience.

• An all-star cast – Megaman will not be alone in his fight. Joining him will be Axl and Zero, as well as a cast of characters new to the Megaman Universe.
• New heroes join the Megaman series, each with their own unique ability or weapon
• "Cross Order System" – This new system interface displays the turn order and health. With a little luck, gamers can steal an enemy's energy and finish them with a deadly 

"final strike" attack combo

Mega Man X4 PlayStation Platformer; 
Shooter 1997 Battle armies of Maverick Reploid Robots while mastering all-new strategic moves like the Air Hover and Zero's Saber Tactic system. Discover a myriad of power-ups, secret rooms, 

extra weapons and invincible vehicles to take on the evil bosses.

Mega Man X5 PlayStation Shooter 2001

Mega Man X6 PlayStation Action; Shooter 2001

Metal Gear Solid PlayStation Action/Adventure 1998 You are Solid Snake, a government agent on a mission to regain control of a secret nuclear weapons base from terrorist hands. Lightly armed and facing an army of foes, Snake 
must avoid firefights in order to survive.

Metroid NES Platformer; 
Shooter 1986

Metroid Prime GameCube Shooter; FPS 2002 Samus first stopped the evil Space Pirates and Mother Brain from amassing an army of Metroids on the planet Zebes. Then she was called on to finish the job on SR388, ultimately 
ridding the universe of all but a single Metroid larva. In Super Metroid, for the Super Nintendo Entertainment System, Samus thwarted Mother Brain's attempt to snatch the captive 
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Metroid larva from the scientists on Ceres. Now, Samus is once again called to investigate Space Pirate activities on the unexplored Tallon IV. Her adventure begins as she enters a 
mysterious derelict spaceship.

• Traverse a crippled spaceship and explore the vast worlds of Tallon IV in an all-new first-person perspective!
• Take advantage of Samus's many powers using new suits that enable her to gain new abilities and revisit earlier worlds to uncover many hidden secrets.
• Master Samus's combat, scan, and visors -- elements crucial to your success.
• Explore each area to find many familiar weapons, such as the Wave Beam and Freeze Beam, and some all-new ones as well.
• Choose the right weapon or ability carefully for the situation at hand. Samus will need to use all of the suit and visor abilities as well as many specialized weapons to 

navigate deadly Tallon IV!

Metroid Prime 2: 
Echoes GameCube Adventure; FPS 2004

In this first-person adventure, become the bounty hunter behind the visor once more and travel to a planet torn into light and darkness. Hunted by a mysterious entity and a warring 
race called the Ing, Samus Aran must explore the light and dark worlds of this doomed planet to discover secrets and augment her suit's weapons and abilities.

• Immerse yourself in Light and Dark Aether as you explore massive, dangerous alien environments teeming with intelligent enemies. Using an array of high-tech interfaces, 
analyze clues in the environment and even pinpoint secrets. Your Scan Visor will be integral, helping you explore every nook and cranny and scan creatures for 
vulnerabilities. 

• Tons of new power-ups await, including the Dark and Light Beams, which make use of an all-new ammo system! Plenty of beam weapons, visors, bombs, missile and suit 
upgrades, and power-ups like the Space Jump and Grapple Beam return as well. 

• Bounty hunter...or hunted? For the first time in the history of the celebrated Metroid® franchise, up to four players can battle one another as they search for weapons, 
grapple across ceilings and turn into Morph Balls to make their escapes. 

Mirror's Edge PlayStation 3 FPS; 
Action/Adventure 2008

In a city where information is heavily monitored, agile couriers called Runners transport sensitive data away from prying eyes. In this seemingly utopian paradise, a crime has been 
committed, your sister has been framed and now you are being hunted.

You are a Runner called Faith - and this innovative first-person action-adventure is your story. Mirror's Edge delivers you straight into the shoes of this unique heroine as she 
traverses the vertigo-inducing cityscape, engaging in intense combat and fast paced chases. With a never before seen sense of movement and perspective, you will be drawn into 
Faith's world. A world that is visceral, immediate, and very dangerous. Live or die? Soar or plummet? One thing is certain, in this city you will learn how to run.

• Move yourself: String together an amazing arsenal of wall-runs, leaps, vaults and more, in fluid, acrobatic movements that turns every level of the urban environment to your 
advantage and salvation.

• Immerse yourself: In first person every breath, every collision, every impact is acutely felt. Heights create real vertigo, movements flow naturally, collisions and bullet impacts 
create genuine fear and adrenaline.

• Challenge yourself: Fight or flight. Your speed and agility allow you not only to evade, capture and perform daring escapes, but also to disable and disarm unwary 
opponents, in a mix of chase, puzzles, strategy and intense combat.

• Free Yourself: Runner vision allows you to see the city as they do. See the flow. Rooftops become pathways and conduits, opportunities and escape routes. The flow is 
what keeps you running – what keeps you alive.

The Misadventures of 
Tron Bonne PlayStation Action; Adventure 2000

Monster Hunter 3 
Ultimate Nintendo 3DS Action 2013

Take up arms and venture into a world of spectacular surroundings and challenging monsters in Monster Hunter 3 Ultimate on Nintendo 3DS. With all-new monsters, equipment and 
weapons and over 200 action-packed quests to tackle, Monster Hunter 3 Ultimate is the most expansive game in the series to date.

In this action RPG, take more than just satisfaction from your hard-fought victories: carve conquered monsters to gain their bones, horns, hides and more, then have them fashioned 
into weapons and armour to steel you for the even tougher battles ahead. It is the hunter's way.

Monster Hunter 3 Ultimate utilises the unique functionalities of Nintendo 3DS to provide players with a truly intuitive hunting experience. The optional new Target Camera feature 
now makes it easier to focus quickly on nearby monsters with a simple press of a button. Get quick access to in-game books, weapons, field maps and minigames with the Touch 
Screen, while the 3D visuals of Nintendo 3DS deliver a unique and stunning world to explore.

Team up with other Nintendo 3DS players via a local wireless connection to hunt together. If you own both a Nintendo 3DS and Wii U, as well as a copy of Monster Hunter 3 
Ultimate for each system, take advantage of the inter-compatibility of save data between the two consoles to take the hunt from your living room wherever you go.

• Hunt fierce new monsters and tackle over 200 quests in an epic action RPG
• Work together with other hunters on Nintendo 3DS systems or on Wii U via local wireless connection
• Transfer save data to Monster Hunter 3 Ultimate on Wii U to continue your hunt on the big screen!
• You can only appreciate the 3D effect of Nintendo 3DS on the system itself. 

Monster Rancher 4 PlayStation 2 Simulation; 
Strategy; Battle

2003
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Your favorite digital pet monsters are back in a whole new adventure with Monster Rancher 4! This time breeding and training your monsters is just the beginning, as you train 
multiple monsters that will lead you on an adventure of a lifetime! Let your pet monsters be your guides as you embark on journeys to distant lands where you will unlock new 
characters and fight big bosses with the help from your team of monsters! Monster Rancher 4 is no longer a training ground. 

• Mocchi, Suezo and Golem are back in Monster Rancher 4 
• Monster Rancher® 4. The latest entry in the Monster Rancher series is comprised of a mass of new features including a multi-breeding and training program, full 

customization of training facilities, and a brand new interactive action/adventure element, creating a new game that goes years beyond its predecessors. 
• Along with a host of new features Monster Rancher 4 will bring back some of its fan's favorite elements including everyone's favorite characters, Mocchi, Suezo, and Golem! 
• Monster Rancher 4 includes a multi-breeding and training program where you can breed and train multiple monsters simultaneously. 
• Fully customize your training facilities with a variety of training equipment to select from. The more efficiently you plan out your training facilities the better you will be able to 

train your new monsters. 
• The CD/DVD swapping feature is in MR4 with a whole new variety of monsters to unlock by just popping in your favorite CD's and DVD's. Try using some of your favorites to 

see what they unlock!.

Mystic Ark Super 
Famicom RPG 1995

Nanotek Warrior PlayStation Action; Shooter 1997

Ni No Kuni: Wrath Of 
The White Witch PlayStation 3 RPG 2013

Ni no Kuni: Wrath of the White Witch is the heart-warming tale of a young boy named Oliver, who embarks on a journey into a parallel world to become a wizard in an attempt to 
bring his mother back from the dead. Along the way, Oliver makes new friends and adopts many of the wonderful creatures that inhabit the world, raising them to battle other 
creatures on his behalf as he takes on formidable enemies.

• An RPG born from the talent of two legendary studios - Ni no Kuni combines the renowned LEVEL-5 video game studio with the animation of the world class team at Studio 
Ghibli, and the music of the equally legendary Joe Hisaishi, composer on many Ghibli movies. The result is a RPG which expertly fuses these formidable talents.

• A visually stunning game - During their travels with Oliver, players will be able to immerse themselves in a series of incredible environments, landscapes and cities, as if 
they were entering an animated movie universe inside a video game.

• All the ingredients of a RPG and much more - LEVEL-5's mastery of the genre results in a game that offers the best of a RPG and more: a free roaming map, varied 
transportation systems, a tactical yet easy to handle combat system and a myriad of secondary quests, mini-games and bonuses.

• A captivating story with anime-like cut-scenes - The player enters the magical universe of Ni no Kuni and begins the journey with Oliver, meeting all kinds of people on the 
way. Yoshiyuki Momose from Studio Ghibli supervised the storyboards for the in-game cut-scenes and provided stage directions for the motion capture sequences, bringing 
all his expertise from the animation world to bear on the game's story.

Ogre Battle PlayStation RPG; Strategy 1997

Paper Mario: Sticker 
Star

Nintendo 3DS Action; Platformer 2012 Paper Mario is back, and finds himself in another sticky situation! Take Mario on an exciting paper adventure and help him repair the mess Bowser has created using the powers of 
brand new stickers. A cast of colourful characters will keep you laughing along the way as the familiar world of Paper Mario is brought to life in Paper Mario: Sticker Star for Nintendo 
3DS! The visually stunning 3D effects make it seem as though you're looking into and exploring a world made up of shoebox dioramas! 

It's the day of the annual STICKER FEST in the town of Decalburg and the bothersome Bowser has been up to no good! By causing the Sticker Comet to explode, he scatters six 
Royal Sticker's across the land and it's up to Mario and his ally Kersti - a sticker fairy - to set off on an action-packed adventure to try and recover them. 

Unfortunately these missing stickers are now stuck onto Bowser and his minions - which means there will be plenty of puzzles to solve and battles to win in order to retrieve them. 
Mario and Kersti must travel far and wide to prairies, deserts, forests and snowy mountains across the world and hunt them down! 

Stickers are very important to this fun adventure as Mario will use them to attack his enemies in traditional Paper Mario action-battles. Not only will they help you flatten your 
enemies, they also help solve puzzles throughout the crazy world of Paper Mario when placed in the correct spots, unfolding the environment to reveal new areas and new ways to 
progress through the game. They can be found and collected from all corners of the world and the flashier the sticker, the more powerful it is. Collect stickers by peeling them off 
their environment, buying them in shops, or even making your own, and store them in your notebook for later use. It's also important for Mario to find power-ups to improve his 
abilities and complete side missions for other characters, as this will increase his strength and ready him for battle. For the first time in the series there are no experience points to 
collect! 

This charming, hand-held adventure will have both new and experienced fans of the Paper Mario series hooked as they explore colourful 3D environments, gather heaps of stickers, 
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defeat enemies and use collected items to their advantage. Delivering a new twist and combining a traditional action-battle system with sticker-based gameplay, make your way 
through by flattening characters, rolling out towns, and completing side missions in this brand new Paper Mario adventure on Nintendo 3DS! 

Paper Mario: The 
Thousand-Year Door GameCube RPG; Platformer 2004

Peach is enjoying a vacation with her loyal servant, Toadsworth, when a mysterious creature captures her. The one clue is a treasure map she had sent to Mario earlier. When our 
hero hears news of her capture, he follows the map's clues to the Star Crystals, strange artifacts of unknown power. Complicating the matter are three veiled figures plotting the 
return of the great shadow witch, an army of strange new enemies and one angry Bowser, who embarks on an adventure of his own to find out who's cutting into his villain business.

• Time passes, the pages turn...and a new chapter unfolds in an unfamiliar land! Get ready for a two-dimensional role-playing adventure for the ages, as Mario™ returns to 
paper form in pursuit of a threat unlike any he's ever faced.

• Take to the stage! Paper Mario 2 builds on the action-packed battle system of the original RPG with the addition of audience participation. Not only will timing Action 
Commands help you dodge or inflict damage, but impressing the crowd will help you build power for super attacks! Try not to disappoint the audience, though, or you'll pay! 

• Don't fold under pressure! This time, Mario will have to make full use of his papery qualities to survive. Fold into a paper airplane and take to the air, turn sideways to slip 
through narrow passages and roll into a tube to bounce to safety. 

• No need to go it alone! Many strange friends will join your party, and you'll have to rely on their skills to survive. Even former enemies may bail you out, so keep an open 
mind! 

Parasite Eve PlayStation RPG; Adventure 1999

A police drama delves into the supernatural when a monstrous force threatens the world at the sub-cellular level. Based on the Japanese science fiction novel by Hideaki Sena, 
Parasite Eve features a science-fiction/horror story line told through incredible 3D computer graphic visuals; detailed film-quality story sequences blend seamlessly with the realistic 
gameplay environments. The motion-picture-style effects complement the intricate storyline based on a best-selling Japanese sci-fi novel. The gamer assumes the role of Aya Brea, 
a young female cop on the NYPD faced with the task of defeating Eve, an evil entity representing the will of the mitochondria. (Mitochondria are micro-organisms with unique DNA 
that live and work symbiotically inside of human cells.) The game takes place entirely in New York City, with many backgrounds based on actual locations in the Big Apple. There, 
Aya must use her police training, weaponry, and latent "mitochondrial energy" to prevent Eve from destroying the human race. Like Final Fantasy VII, PE portrays Aya and other 
characters as 3D polygonal characters against beautiful static backgrounds. With PE, Square has opted to use more realistically proportioned characters than those found in FFVII, 
and the game's two CDs are packed with copious amounts of gorgeous full-motion video to advance the story.

Parasite Eve II PlayStation
Action; RPG; 
Adventure; 
Survival Horror

2000 The sequel to the Greatest Hits title Parasite Eve on the PlayStation game console. With its new graphics engine and optimized real-time battle system, this action epic is sure to 
become another best seller.

Persona 2: Eternal 
Punishment PlayStation RPG 2000

Venture back into the realm of Persona. This time, the story revolves around Maya Amano, a budding reporter from a teen magazine. One day, she is sent to investigate the recent 
murders at "Seven Sisters High School." These murders are said to be linked to the "Joker's Curse", a bizarre ritual that calls upon a demon to grant you your wishes. During her 
investigation, she is led down a path of darkness which will ultimately lead her to the truth about this twisted world called Persona.

Persona 4: Arena PlayStation 3 Fighting; RPG 2013
Two months after the ending of the hit RPG Persona 4, a new threat has emerged in Persona 4 Arena! During Golden Week, a new rumor begins spreading through town about a 
mysterious TV program, the P-1 Grand Prix. Visible if you look into a turned-off TV on a rainy night, this fighting tournament broadcasts high school friends fighting one another to 
the bitter end. When Yu Narukami and the others test this rumor, they see their friend Teddie announcing the beginning of the show:

Phantasy Star Online 
Episode I & II GameCube MMORPG 2002

Phantasy Star™ Online Episode I & II is the first online game available on the Nintendo GameCube, and will feature all-new gameplay modes and exclusive new content. The new 
split-screen feature allows four friends to adventure through the main quest, as well as other gameplay modes, on the same Nintendo GameCube. New character classes, weapons, 
enemies, items and quests are only a part of the new content waiting to be discovered. Episode I includes all the original PSO and PSO ver.2, while Episode II brings an exclusive 
new fully-length adventure to the Nintendo GameCube.

• For never-ending adventures, up to four players can cooperate and compete online in normal gameplay modes or embark on exclusive downloadable quests.
• New split-screen action lets up to four gamers team up, or compete, on the same Nintendo GameCube.
• All of the content of PSO and PSO ver.2, plus an exclusive new adventure.
• Players can test their endurance with Challenge Mode, or reign as the supreme champion of player vs. player combat in Battle Mode.
• Real-time combat against new, more powerful monsters.
• New dungeons and areas to explore, new rare items to find and new quests to complete.

Phantasy Star Universe PlayStation 2 RPG 2006 Phantasy Star Universe offers long-time fans the epic experience they have been clamoring for. The solo adventure features more than 40 hours of gameplay, an emotionally 
engaging story, traditional cut scenes, and strong character development. The title's hero is Ethan Waber, a 17-year old cadet intent on saving his sister, who is living on a planet 
under siege by mysterious life forces called THE SEED.

In Online Mode, players are given the opportunity to create their own characters from a range of races, and they get to explore all three planets in the Grarl solar system. Fans can 
travel with a squad of other adventurers, enter urban sprawls teeming with hundreds of other players, and build their avatars into powerful warriors. 

• The first major offline Phantasy Star game in more than a decade.The robust, full-featured single-player campaign offers more than 40 hours of gameplay. 
• Three enormous planets to explore. A gigantic overworld and more than twenty giant dungeons are featured. 
• All-new enemies to fight. In addition to a brand-new roster of standard opponents, there are more than 15 major bosses to challenge.
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• Player-controlled vehicles. Players no longer need to travel everywhere by foot, adding a new dimension to exploration. 
• The best online Phantasy Star experience to date. The game features a game world that will evolve with new content over the course of several years. 

Pirates of the 
Caribbean: At World's 
End

PlayStation 2 Action 2007

Live and die by the sword! Pirates of the Caribbean: At World's End is inspired by the events, environments and characters surrounding the second and third installments of the 
Pirates of the Caribbean franchise. Players must demonstrate their cunning, swashbuckling creativity and swordsmanship as they encounter all manner of crazed pirates and cursed 
creatures in treacherous, exotic locations. Play as the eccentric Captain Jack Sparrow, Will Turner and Elizabeth Swann to prevent Jack's dark past from catching up with him. 

Enjoy sword-assisted acrobatics, adaptive combat and classical dueling in unique gameplay. Experience the Pirates of the Caribbean world in never-before-seen detail, going 
beyond the films' events and storylines to introduce new locations, an extended story, legendary pirates and a unique ending. 

• Notoriety – Jack's fame as a pirate increases as he strikes fear and admiration into the hearts of his pirate brethren
• Control Captain Jack Sparrow – Take advantage of situations as Jack would, playing to his unique character, wit and guile 
• Intelligent Swordplay – Adaptive swashbuckling with intense dueling and acrobatic interaction requiring flamboyant creativity 
• Challenge Mode (PlayStation 2 system) – Available in both single and multiplayer mode, players can test their pirating skills in Combat, Combos and Looting
• Action – Experience an exciting world of swordplay, environmental acrobatics, and Pirate shenanigans
• Exhaustive Unlockables – New moves, secret characters, inventory items, weapons and secret locations
• Wii Remote (Wii) – Pointing and motion sensing capabilities heightens the intensity of swashbuckling with each move

Pokémon Omega Ruby Nintendo 3DS RPG 2014

Pokémon Omega Ruby and Pokémon Alpha Sapphire will take players on a journey like no other as they collect, battle and trade Pokémon while trying to stop a shadowy group with 
plans to alter the Hoenn region forever. 

• Embark on a new adventure through the Hoenn region, an area rich in natural beauty, that contains a cave that shows a scene described in legends.
• Experience the awe of Primal Reversion, a new, extremely powerful transformation undergone by Legendary Pokémon Groudon and Kyogre.
• Get even closer to solving the mysteries of Mega Evolution as more Pokémon gain this powerful ability.

Pokémon Snap Nintendo 64 Action; Adventure; 
Simulation 1999

Pokémon Stadium Nintendo 64 Strategy; Battle 2000

Pokémon XD: Gale of 
Darkness GameCube RPG 2005

Pokémon Box is the ultimate commodity for Poké-maniacs. Players search, sort and handle other management functions to organize and display the Pokémon they've collected 
from their Pokémon® Ruby and Pokémon® Sapphire Game Boy® Advance games. An added bonus: Pokémon Box provides the ability to play Pokémon Ruby and Pokémon 
Sapphire on the television screen.

• Players can save up to 1,500 Pokémon to a special Memory Card for Nintendo GameCube, more than three times as many Pokémon as those that can be stored in a 
Pokémon Ruby or Pokémon Sapphire game pak. Pokémon Box provides a solution for players who have captured Pokémon in their Game Boy Advance games but don't 
have enough space to keep them.

• Using this software, players can experience Pokémon Ruby and Pokémon Sapphire on their television screen. As they capture more Pokémon, they can store them on to a 
Nintendo GameCube Memory Card (Playing Pokémon Ruby and Pokémon Sapphire on the television screen supports single player mode).

• Players need a Game Boy Advance system, Pokémon Ruby or Pokémon Sapphire, Game Boy Advance Game Link cable, and Nintendo GameCube system to use 
Pokémon Box.

Populous SNES Strategy 1990

Prototype 2 PlayStation 3 FPS 2012 The sequel to Radical Entertainment's best-selling open-world action game of 2009, PROTOTYPE® 2 takes the unsurpassed carnage of the original PROTOTYPE and continues 
the experience of becoming the ultimate shape-shifting weapon. You are Sgt James Heller, husband to a deceased wife and child and a soldier left simply to die.

As the game's all-new infected protagonist, players will experience Sgt James Heller cutting a bloody swathe through the wastelands of post-viral New York Zero. Equipped with 
unparalleled new shapeshifting powers,players will gradually build a vast genetic arsenal of deadly new biological weapons and abilities as they hunt, kill and consume their way 
toward the ultimate goal - to kill...Alex...Mercer!

• Prepare to unleash the ultimate form of shape-shifting devastation. Sgt James Heller's incredible new Tendril power lets you lift and tear apart cars and military vehicles, 
ensnare powerful infected beasts and even rip large groups of enemies to shreds . Get ready to unleash hell!

• Prototype 2 delivers the raw power of character customization back into your hands, allowing players to creatively mix-n-match a devastating range of new Mutation perks 
into their ultimate Prototype. Faster and bigger locomotion abilities, sharper claws or even enhanced disguise abilities - the choice is yours!

• Imagine having the power to track down any enemy by unleashing a powerful sonar-pulse from your body! Sgt James Heller brings an all new dimension to the Prototype 
experience by letting you Hunt, Kill and Become anyone standing in your way. Disguise yourself as a soldier, scientist or anyone at all whilst absorbing their memories and 
acquiring new abilities. It doesn't get any better than this!
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• Next year, gamers will experience the epic story of Sgt James Heller attempting to take down the devil himself... Alex Mercer. Unraveled against the explosive backdrop of 
New York Zero and it's vicious factions warring for control over the infection, Prototype 2 sets the stage for the ultimate showdown "event" videogame of 2012.

• Utilizing the unparalleled technology of Radical's proprietary 'Titanium 2.0' engine, Prototype 2 will redefine gamer's expectations of over-the-top open world action. Witness 
building-sized Infected behemoths bullrushing entire city streets, whilst gliding and parkouring across swarms of highly trained Blackwatch soldiers. Prototype 2 = Bigger, 
Badder, Better!

Quest 64 Nintendo 64 RPG 1998

Radiata Stories PlayStation 2 RPG 2005

RADIATA STORIES is the latest fantasy RPG by tri-Ace, developers of Valkyrie Profile and the Star Ocean series. An emotional story about the conflict between humans and fairy 
creatures is complemented by a new gameplay system that draws the player deep into the game.

The kingdom of Radiata lies in a world where humans and fairy creatures coexist. It is here that the protagonists, Jack and Ridley, meet for the first time. While Jack seeks to 
become a knight, Ridley must accept her fate in becoming one. Destinies are realized when a war erupts between the humans and the fairy creatures and threatens to end the world 
of Radiata.

• The popular traditional real-time battle system known for its straightforward controls and extravagant presentation has a new element. By forming a "link" attack, the player 
can execute combos and other moves with all party members joining as one.

• There are over 150 characters that Jack can recruit throughout his adventure. It is up to the player whether they journey alone or seek out others to journey with. Every 
playable character is beneficial in some way.

• In Radiata, NPCs carry out their daily lives. Players encounter different NPCs depending on their location or the time of day.

Ragnarok Odyssey Playstation Vita RPG 2012

Ragnarok Odyssey Ace PlayStation 3 RPG 2014

Resonance of Fate PlayStation 3 RPG 2010

Civilization on earth has long been forgotten with the previously lush world now a burned out remnant of its former self. Originally built as an experimental life support system, Basel 
is now the only place on Earth where mankind can sustain their lives.

As their role, the PMF (Private Military Firm) the group (Vasheron, Zephyr and Leanne), must seek out and complete quests for their clients leading them on a journey that will reveal 
the truth of Basel.

Resonance of Fate is developed by the heralded RPG developers, tri-Ace, who have had a hand in developing some of gaming's most celebrated RPG franchises from Star Ocean 
to Valkyrie Profile. Sega and tri-Ace now introduce Resonance of Fate, which adds a new spin to the genre with a new cinematic action gameplay system centred around gun play 
and a steam punk styled world

• Experienced RPG development team: tri-Ace, the creators of RPG franchises - Star Ocean, Valkyrie Profile and Infinite Undiscovery - are behind this entirely new vision of 
fate within a steam punk world.

• Battle system: Battle in fantastic cinematic action as your characters wield firearms in a semi-real time gameplay system.
• Invincible mode: Pull spectacular moves and precision attacks through this special mode designed to chain enemy attacks together.
• Unique story: Built around a gigantic tower machine, the story will delve deep into fate and the machinery that controls it.
• Beautiful environments: Masterfully crafted environments pepper this title to illustrate the deep tapestry of this dystopian world..

Robotech: Battlecry PlayStation 2 Action; Shooter 2002 A mission-driven action title, "Robotech" embodies the classic mecha-filled mayhem of the animated series. Featuring all-encompassing destruction on a giant scale, "Robotech" is a 
high-octane arcade shooter that captures the television show's spectacular visuals and epic storyline. 

As an intrepid fighter pilot, the player must protect cities of Earth from roving bands of a giant alien race, the Zentraedi. The player pilots the versatile Veritech Fighter, a giant 
transformable mechanized robot that can convert into a high-flying jet fighter, a 40-foot tall humanoid robot, and a combination of both. Each transformation mode offers new 
movement options, special abilities or weapons. 

To succeed in battle, the player must use more than one mode to complete their assigned objectives. In keeping with the "Robotech" identity, the environments, mecha, characters 
and overall appearance are modeled directly from the stylized look of the highly regarded animated series

• Myriad of environments, including deep space and crowded cities 
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• Three transformation modes, including Fighter (fighter plane), Battloid (humanoid robot) and Guardian (combination of both), each with individual strengths and weaknesses 
• Intense arcade action and awesome Cel Shaded graphics 
• Eight different arcade shooter gameplay elements, including search and destroy, guard, attrition and escort

Robotrek SNES RPG 1994

R-Types PlayStation Action; Shooter 1999

Sacred 3 PlayStation 3 RPG 2014

Sacred 3 is an arcade Hack 'n' Slash game for up to four players, set in the war for Ancaria. Choose from legendary heroes and fight together against the rise of evil. You will face 
hordes of grimmocs, brute beasts, legions of mercenaries and undead wizards. Develop your character's skills and abilities and band together to use powerful co-op abilities and 
tactics. Victory is Ours. Glory is Mine. 

Saga Frontier PlayStation RPG 1998

Saga Frontier 2 PlayStation RPG 2000

Secret of Mana SNES RPG 1993

Secret of Mana __All 
Platforms__ RPG 1993

Secret of the Stars SNES RPG 1995

Seiken Densetsu 3 Super 
Famicom RPG; Adventure 1995

Shin Megami Tensei 
Persona 3: FES PlayStation 2 RPG 2008

Lead a group of high school students with a dangerous extracurricular activity: exploring the mysterious tower Tartarus and fighting the sinister Shadows during the Dark Hour, a 
frozen span of time imperceptible to all but a select few. However, the end of their quest is no longer the end of the story-witness for the first time the aftermath of the final battle and 
the students' struggle to find meaning in their new lives.

• More than just an expansion - Persona 3 FES contains an enhanced version of the original game, loaded with new Personas and cutscenes, a weapon synthesis system, 
additional quests and events, a hard difficulty mode, and the ability to change your characters' clothes.

• 30 additional hours of gameplay - Take the role of Aigis in a brand new Persona 3 episode that plays as a full game with an original story, extra cutscenes and objectives, 
and seventeen new music tracks.

• Incredible value - The enhanced version of the acclaimed Persona 3 game and the brand new episode make for 120-plus hours of gameplay
Shin Megami Tensei: 
Digital Devil Saga

PlayStation 2 RPG 2005 With his four companions, Serf, the main character and a member of a tribe called Embryon, sets out for Nirvana, a land that can only be reached by the champions of Junkyard. 
They devote themselves to fighting against the never-ending resistance mustered by other tribes. 

In the midst of chaos, a mysterious object, the Pod, suddenly appears. Countless spheres of light are emitted by the Pod and infect Serf and his comrades, awakening their demonic 
powers. An unimaginable battle unfolds within their faint conscience. They develop a desire to tear the flesh and shatter the bones of their enemies, who have also been 
transformed. Their instincts tell them to devour every being in their path. Until then, Serf and his comrades only knew of battle, but for the first time, they experience new emotions. 

At that time, a dark-haired girl, Sera, comes to their rescue. Although she does not know where she came from, she holds a strange power - the power to control the party's demonic 
transformation. They receive orders from the Church of Karma to head for Nirvana, and they are accompanied by the dark-haired girl. "They who reach Nirvana first shall be 
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recognized as the champions of Junkyard." The struggle intensifies, and they discover that the girl holds a key to the mystery. But, true fear still awaits Serf's party... 

• Devour your enemies and absorb their devastating powers and special abilities! 
• Strategic battle system! Switch between your human and demon to take advantage of your opponents weaknesses. 
• Customize and develop your characters using the unique Mantra Flow system. 
• All new Break system allows you to protect you from an enemies attack and even reflect it back at them. 
• Discover special link attacks to unleash the power of your party!
• Experience an epic sci-fi fantasy story with over 50 Hours of gameplay!

Shin Megami Tensei: 
Persona 4 PlayStation 2 RPG 2008

Shortly after an urban youth begins a year-long stay in the countryside town of Inaba, the rural town's peace is shattered by a horrific murder that leaves no clues or suspects. As the 
lone incident develops into a series of bizarre crimes, he discovers that only he and his friends have the power to solve the baffling case, bring those responsible to justice, and 
restore harmony to his new home.

• Balance your double life – Beyond intense battles, Persona fusion, and new weapon creation exists a normal high school life of friends, classes, and part-time jobs. The way 
you manage and integrate your activities within each day will determine how you progress through the game.

• Unprecedented team control – With a greater emphasis on developing bonds in the fight to solve the mysterious murders, strong friendships are key to your success. 
Directly control teammates in battle, earn greater party support for combat, and master individual Social Links to unlock your party's true potential.

• Find the true ending – 60+ hours of gameplay thrusts you into a deep mystery where midnight television leads to serial killings. You must investigate murders, rescue those 
who can be rescued, and unmask the culprit behind it all—or risk being forever shrouded in the fog of doubt.

Shining Tears PlayStation 2 Action; RPG 2005

Shining Tears, the long-anticipated side story to the legendary Shining Force saga, tells the tale of a young man who has lost his memory and has gotten caught up in a war he does 
not quite understand. The city he lives in is under siege, and the reason, he is told, revolves around two magical rings of power.

In a journey of discovery, the boy and his friends will soon realize the terrifying truth about the world they live in. Along the way, they will fortify themselves with ever more powerful 
weaponry, spells, and a rotating cast of allies.

Shining Tears shifts away from the strategy-RPG gameplay familiar to fans of Shining Force, focusing instead on real-time action. Up to two players can play cooperatively as they 
explore lush, 2D, anime-style environments, slaying monsters and working through a robust RPG leveling system.

• Gorgeous 2D backdrops and fluid, expressive anime characters. Up to 50 enemies can appear onscreen at the same time.
• Offers both single-player and 2 player-simultaneous gameplay.
• Deep character customization – Players have access to a wide range of skills, items, and weapons. Characters can level up from 1 to 99.
• Partner Bond System – The bond between the hero and his partner affects the scenario he faces and part of the story.
• 20 to 50 hours of game time.
• 8 possible endings

SimCity SNES Simulation 1991

Spec Ops: Ranger Elite PlayStation Action; Shooter 2001

Star Ocean Super 
Famicom RPG 1996

Star Ocean: Till the 
End of Time

PlayStation 2 RPG 2004 Four hundred years have passed since the climactic battle with the "Ten Wise Men". Currently it is 772 (space calendar). Humans and aliens co-exist, some in advanced societies 
and others in less-developed ones. The Galaxy Federation continues to research the cosmos in order to gain more influence in Space. STAR OCEAN's protagonist, Fate Linegod 
brings his family and childhood friend, Sophia Esteed to the Federation-managed resort planet Hida for a long deserved vacation. Their dreamy holiday turns into a nightmare when 
Hida is attacked by an unknown space military. In the heat of the attack, Fate is separated from his family and Sophia and begins an emotional quest into the unknown to find his 
loved ones. 

• The ultimate sci-fi epic for enthusiasts of space travel and discovery, overflowing with adventure, exploration, moving plot turns and frenetic battles. 
• An advanced real-time battle system is implemented, allowing for a party of three to freely move around the 3D battlefield. Players can execute synchronized attacks and 

other collaborative actions. Players can also control of any of the three characters with a simple tap of the L1 button, or can choose to play as one character while the AI 
controls the others. 

• For the first time, fully polygonal graphics have been incorporated in STAR OCEAN, made possible by the PS2. A spectacular world can now be explored in breathtaking 
detail. 

• STAR OCEAN lives up to its reputation as an astounding visual cinematic experience. Players will enjoy stunning graphics in all aspects of the game, including cut-scenes, 
maps, battle sequences, character rendering, and futuristic environments in this sci-fi masterpiece. 
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• Significant enhancements have been made to "Item Creation" and "Private Action". 
• Real-time Dolby Surround Pro Logic®II 5.1 channel sound is used in STAR OCEAN, adding yet another element of depth to the adventure. Players will hear detailed sounds 

such as far away waterfalls and the approaching footsteps of an enemy.

Star Ocean: First 
Departure PSP RPG 2008

Space Date 346: The crew of a Terran Federation ship arrives on the planet Roak. With the help of a stalwart band of local heroes, the crew must work together to unravel a mystery 
and halt a galactic war. STAR OCEAN: First Departure marks the first time that the initial instalment in the popular STAR OCEAN franchise is available in North America.

Space Date 366: A young Federation officer finds himself transported to a mystical planet, where he is suddenly anointed as the Hero of Light. He begins a journey to fulfill a 
prophecy and save a newfound race. STAR OCEAN: Second Evolution continues the STAR OCEAN saga!

• Completely rebuilt for the PSP system, with real-time battles that keep players immersed in the action
• STAR OCEAN: First Departure, the entry that started it all, now available to North American audiences for the first time
• Brand-new, fully voiced animated cut-scenes provided by anime powerhouse Production I.G
• The private action system adds depth to the story, introducing riveting subplots between characters

Star Ocean: Integrity 
and Faithlessness PlayStation 4 RPG 2016

STAR OCEAN, the epic, sci-fi RPG saga that takes players to the stars and beyond, makes its triumphant return with its forthcoming fifth installment in the series. The title is 
developed by tri-Ace, the celebrated studio behind each of the previous iterations, with character designs by akiman (Akira Yasuda). 

At this point in history, between the second and third games in the series, the Pangalactic Federation is nearing the fulfilment of its mission: Peace and order throughout the galaxy. 
However, the embers of conflict begin to stir once more on the planet of Faykreed, 6,000 light years from Earth, as a new story begins in the ocean of stars. 

• Journey to a Seamless World: Transition into and from battles and dynamic cutscenes in real time, as the lines between story, exploration, and battle are blurred into an 
immersive and exhilarating experience. The all new system ensures players remain enthralled in the sprawling lands of faraway locales and the personal stories of the 
people they meet.

• An Evolution of Real Time Combat: Close in on enemies or fight at range using powerful combos to trigger distance-based skills. Incorporate special attacks into combos 
and switch between an expansive cast of playable characters at will to make use of their unique special moves.

Star Ocean: Second 
Evolution PSP RPG 2009

Space Date 366: A young Federation officer finds himself transported to a mystical planet, where he is suddenly anointed as the Hero of Light. He begins a journey to fulfill a 
prophecy and save a newfound race. STAR OCEAN: Second Evolution continues the STAR OCEAN saga!

• The second game in the STAR OCEAN series, rebuilt for the PSP system
• Exciting real-time battles that keep players fully immersed in the action
• Brand-new, fully-voiced animated cut-scenes provided by anime powerhouse Production I.G
• The private action system adds depth to the story, introducing riveting subplots between characters

Star Ocean: The Last 
Hope - International PlayStation 3 RPG 2010

Previously only available for Xbox 360, STAR OCEAN THE LAST HOPE: INTERNATIONAL continues the series traditions of soaring space opera, blending science fiction with 
fantasy for a unique RPG experience. The PS3 version will include the option for players to choose English or Japanese voiceovers and localised subtitles in English, French, 
German, Italian and Spanish.

The year is S.D. 10. In the aftermath of World War III, humanity voyages into the stars in search of a new home… and a second chance.

• Choose between English and Japanese voiceovers – only available on the PS3 version
• A prequel that combines sci-fi and fantasy elements, spanning multiple planets and the vastness of space itself to recount the origins of the STAR OCEAN universe.
• Exhilarating combat expands upon the franchise's famous real-time battle system, including amazing graphics and visual effects
• Feature breathtaking CG movies by Visual Works, the cutting-edge studio whose previous work includes cut-scenes for the acclaimed FINAL FANTASY RPG series
• Text localised for PAL territories with French, German, Spanish and Italian subtitles and menu screens

Star Ocean: The 
Second Story PlayStation Action; RPG 1999

Star Ocean: The 
Second Story PlayStation Action; RPG 1999

Suikoden PlayStation RPG 1995

Suikoden II PlayStation RPG 1999
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Suikoden III PlayStation 2 RPG 2002

Fifteen years after the events of Suikoden II, players re-enter the world of Suikoden in an all-new adventure of epic proportions. Follow the intertwining story of Hugo, the son of a 
villager, Chris, the virtuous Knight of Zexsen and Gedo, the rebellious unit commander as their dates bring them together in order to gather the 108 stars of destiny. Suikoden III 
breaks new ground in the RPG genre with 3 different battle systems, 3 main characters, 3 styles of combat and a fully detailed 3D world.

• Trinity Sight System - see 3 character's viewpoints of events Build a castle town and uncover the 108 Stars of Destiny 
• Character skill development allows customization of entire party
• Pair up characters to unleash devastating combo attacks 

Suikoden IV PlayStation 2 RPG 2005

The mysteries surrounding the Rune of Punishment will be answered in the newest installment of the hit RPG series, Suikoden IV. Follow the plight of a young knight as he struggles 
with a powerful Rune that slowly steals the life of its bearer. The oceanic environment filled with huge ships and vast oceans is brought to life with a captivating score, dynamic 
lighting effects and highly detailed 3D models. 

• Discover the 108 Stars of Destiny in your adventure on the seas
• Full recorded voice-overs and cut-scenes bring the story to life
• Dynamic battle camera shows the action from multiple angles 
• Build up and customize a homebase as the Stars of Destiny are unveiled

Suikoden V PlayStation 2 RPG; 
Action/Adventure 2006

Celebrate the 10th anniversary of Suikoden with an all-new role-playing adventure filled with mystery and suspense. In the land of Falena, a prosperous and beautiful country 
governed by the matriarchy and the benevolent power of the Sun Rune, civil unrest arises and the queen is forced to use the Sun Rune to quell the uprising, but at what cost? 
Journey as the prince in an expansive quest uncovering the mysteries surrounding the Sun Rune, the civil unrest and the dark intent of an unknown power in the greatest Suikoden 
saga yet!

• Longest Suikoden storyline ever with fully voiced-over cut scenes, multiple endings, storyline branches and unimaginable plot twists
• Uncover the 108 Stars of Destiny to build up and customize a home base
• Tactical Formation System allows for more than 20 strategic formations in battle
• Take 6 member parties into battle with over 60 playable characters for millions of party combinations
• Strategic map battles with hundreds of troops in huge army skirmishes
• Completely customize your characters with a new skill system, weapon enhancement system and hundreds of unique equipment items

Super Mario All-Stars SNES Platformer 1993

Super Mario RPG: 
Legend of the Seven 
Stars

SNES RPG 1996

Super Mario Sunshine GameCube Adventure; 
Platformer 2002

Seeking well-deserved rest and relaxation, Mario™ and Princess Peach travel to a beautiful remote island. It is said the local citizens are friendly and the weather forecast suggests 
year-round sunshine. However, when they get to the island, they quickly find out that the peaceful paradise has been polluted by a mysterious stranger. Worse still, the individual 
bears a striking resemblance to Mario! Determined to clear his reputation and clean up the island, Mario sets off on his greatest adventure yet. 

• Discover the first Mario title for NINTENDO GAMECUBE, developed by a team under the supervision of Mario's celebrated creator Shigeru Miyamoto.
• Explore the game's colorful 3-D world, filled with expansive environments.
• Restore the power of Shine to keep the island clean.
• Wash away island mess to restore the community to its pristine condition using Mario's new water pump device.
• Perform a number of different jumps, bounce off walls, run, slide, climb, and fly to the highest reaches - more mobility than ever before.
• Bask in cheery graphics, real-time lighting effects and stunning reflections that bathe the island in sunshine.
• Visit Yoshi, Toad and a host of other friends as Mario encounters a collection of enemies bent on foiling his efforts to restore the island. 

Super Metroid SNES Platformer; 
Shooter 1994

Super R-Type SNES Shooter 1991
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Sword Art Online: Last 
Song

Playstation Vita RPG; 
Action/Adventure

2015 Sword Art Online, created in 2012, is a fast growing licence in Japan but also in Europe with expected broadcasting on TV and publication of the novels. The licence is counting 
more than 2 million fans on Facebook! 

Sword Art Online (SAO) is a Virtual Reality Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Game (VRMMORPG), released in 2022. With the Nerve Gear, a virtual reality helmet that 
stimulates the user's five senses via their brain, players can experience and control their in-game characters with their minds. On November 6, 2022, the players log into SAO for the 
first time, and later discover that they are unable to log out. 

This game is a sequel of Sword Art Online II: Hollow Fragment and takes place in the brand new world of Alfheim Online. New environments, quests and characters are available in 
this new title. Players can explore the world with two partners which makes battle more fun and strategic. 

• A New Story: An original story based on Alfheim Online coming with new characters, environments and quests.
• Strategic Gameplay: Partnered with two other characters to attack strategically enemies.
• Aerial Battle: Experienced 360&deg; battle in the air like in the anime.
• Various Weapons: Many weapons are available and offer new way of defeating enemies.

Sword Art Online: Lost 
Song PlayStation 4 RPG 2015

Sword Art Online, created in 2012, is a fast growing licence in Japan but also in Europe with expected broadcasting on TV and publication of the novels. The licence is counting 
more than 2 million fans on Facebook! 

Sword Art Online (SAO) is a Virtual Reality Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Game (VRMMORPG), released in 2022. With the Nerve Gear, a virtual reality helmet that 
stimulates the user's five senses via their brain, players can experience and control their in-game characters with their minds. On November 6, 2022, the players log into SAO for the 
first time, and later discover that they are unable to log out. 

This game is a sequel of Sword Art Online II: Hollow Fragment and takes place in the brand new world of Alfheim Online. New environments, quests and characters are available in 
this new title. Players can explore the world with two partners which makes battle more fun and strategic. 

• A New Story: An original story based on Alfheim Online coming with new characters, environments and quests.
• Strategic Gameplay: Partnered with two other characters to attack strategically enemies.
• Aerial Battle: Experienced 360° battle in the air like in the anime.
• Various Weapons: Many weapons are available and offer new way of defeating enemies.

Sword of Mana Game Boy 
Advance Action; RPG 2003

Tales of Destiny PlayStation Action; RPG 1998

Tales of Destiny PlayStation Action; RPG 1998

Tales of Graces F PlayStation 3 RPG 2012

On a world called Ephinea, a civilization flourishes through the use of "Eleth," a substance found in a material called "Crius." Within the world, three kingdoms - Windor, Strata and 
Fendel - struggle for dominance. In the remote Windor town of Lhant, the eldest son of Baron Aston, a spirited and guileless boy named Asbel Lhant, enjoys the carefree days of his 
youth with his childhood friends and inseparable comrades.

However, an event occurs that makes Asbel determined to become stronger, and so he decides to enter a training academy for knights in the kingdom's capital.

Seven years pass. Asbel is 18 years old and striving to become a fully-fledged knight. However, he is forced to give up his dreams when his father, Aston, passes away. He cannot 
escape the obligation he feels to succeed his father as the Baron of Lhant.

• "Style Shift Linear Motion Battle System" - The latest version of the most dynamic battle system in RPG gaming. Experience dynamic real-time battles with special attacks 
and two different fighting styles for each character. Battles unfold with numerous attack methods and a significantly increased number of tactical possibilities.

• Deep and rich storyline - To save the world you must uncover its secret while three kingdoms fight for supremacy.
• Huge game content - There are mini-quests to discover, various sub-plots around the world and many other features, such as the dualizing item synthesis system and the 

title system for battle experience.
• Renowned creative talent - The anime style character designs are by Mutsumi Inomata who has created countless popular characters in many previous Tales stories. The 

music is created by the famous composer Motoi Sakuraba.
Tales of Hearts R Playstation Vita RPG 2014
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Kor, a young man living in a small village by the sea, is enhancing his sword fighting skills under the careful supervision of his grandfather. Impressed by Kor's growing skill, his 
grandfather bequeaths to him an unusual weapon known as a Soma. 

Soon afterwards, while watching the house in his grandfather's absence, Kor meets a young woman named Kohaku who has come searching for his grandfather. Kor is enchanted 
with the young woman, the first girl he's ever met from outside his village. 

However, a mysterious witch soon appears who casts a spell on Kohaku's Spiria, the embodiment of her heart and soul. Kor attempts to lift the spell by connecting to her Spiria 
through a technique known as a Spiria Link, but while doing so he accidentally shatters her Spiria Core, the source of her emotions. 

Kor, armed only with the Soma given to him by his grandfather, must now set out on a journey to find a way to make Kohaku's Spiria whole once more. 

• Players can enjoy the huge game content and long play hours anywhere and anytime they want!
• Beautiful anime-style character designs by Mutsumi Inomata, who has designed many characters for previous games in the Tales of series.
• Aerial Chase Linear Motion Battle System enables players to blow an enemy with "Break Attack" and to speedily catch up with it with "Chase Link" that allows players to use 

"Chase Dash". In this way, the players can move freely in the air and experience the innovative aerial battles!

Tales of Legendia PlayStation 2 Action; RPG 2006

The renowned Tales series comes to the PlayStation® 2 with the extraordinary depth of an RPG and the furiously fast real-time battles of an authentic fighting game. In development 
for several years (the team includes members of the Soul Calibur development team), Tales of Legendia offers fantastic 3D graphics, dynamic battle scenes and an emotionally- 
charged storyline. Players can now battle huge monsters with fighting-game like controls with X-LiMBS, Namco's new Crossover Linear Motion Battle System.

Tales of Legendia features a unique cast of characters designed by Kazuto Nakazawa, the internationally renowned Japanese artist acclaimed for his amazing character designs in 
Kill Bill: Vol. 1.

Tales of Legendia is an epic tale of love and heroism that explores the ties that bind us all. Senel Coolidge, a young expert in the special skill called "eres," was drifting in the misty 
ocean on a small boat with his younger sister Shirley. As food ran out and their strength deteriorated, an island suddenly burst through the mist and approached the boat with 
astonishing speed, engulfing it with perilous waves. When they awoke on the shore, the siblings realized it was not an ordinary island, but actually the deck of the mysterious giant 
ship called Legacy. Have they stumbled upon an unknown civilization, or is the Legacy a relic of something long past?

• Battle Huge Enemies Like Never Before. The depth you'd expect from an epic RPG, combined with real-time battles that feel more like a fighting game.
• X-LiMBS Battle System. Battle huge monsters with fighting-game-like controls with the X-LiMBS (Crossover Linear Motion Battle System) battle system.
• Fantastic 3D graphics. A stunning, fully 3D setting that has a unique look perfectly suited to the game.
• Uniquely Designed Characters. A unique cast of characters designed by internationally renowned artist Kazuto Nakazawa, acclaimed for his amazing animation sequences 

in Kill Bill: Vol.

Tales of Phantasia SNES RPG 1995

Tales of Phantasia Super 
Famicom RPG 1995

Tales of Symphonia 
Chronicles PlayStation 3 RPG 2014

In the world of Sylvarant the land is dying due to a steady loss of Mana, the energy source that is needed for both magic and life itself. As crops begin to wither and hardship sets in, 
the people turn their hopes to the Chosen, who can reverse the ills of the world by completing the Journey of World Regeneration. Lloyd Irving and his friends must find a way to 
help the Chosen awake the Summon Spirits, but they'll soon discover the fate of a second world is tightly linked to their actions... 

Tales of Symphonia: Dawn of the New World follows the journey of two young heroes, Emil and Marta in a world of chaos as their fates intertwine with Lloyd, Colette, and Ratatosk, 
a summon spirit rumored to be the lord of all monsters. 

With Tales of Symphonia Chronicles, players will be able to experience the most celebrated Tales of game to date, Tales of Symphonia, again for the first time with crisp and 
colourful high definition graphics and additional content along with its 2008 sequel Tales of Symphonia: Dawn of the New World. Both titles will be fully subtitled in English, German, 
French, Italian and Spanish, and for the first time ever, will also include English and Japanese voiceover. 

Using characters designed by renowned Japanese artist Kosuke Fujishima, Tales of Symphonia unfolds with beautiful anime-style cel-shaded graphics that make the expansive 3D 
worlds feel like a 2D comic book. The storyline is an emotionally charged, epic adventure that redefines the role-playing genre. 

• The most renowned Tales of game comes back in HD
• The possibility to play with the Japanese voiceover
• The whole saga of Tales of Symphonia combined in one game
• More than 90 hours of Gameplay in total
• Addition of new fierce Bosses
• Brand new 40 Artes scattered between playable characters and enemies

Tales of the Abyss PlayStation 2 Action; RPG 2006
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Luke fon Fabre, sole heir to a family of aristocrats. He was kidnapped seven years ago, and the shock left him with no memories of his life before. For his own protection since his 
return, he has been confined to a quiet, boring life within the family's residence, learning little of the world beyond the palace walls.

Luke is suddenly thrust into the outside world, caught in the workings of the Order of Lorelei, keepers of the prophecy known as the Score. No longer in the shelter of the palace, 
Luke must get along in the confusing and often hostile world. He knows nothing about those who might be his friends, or those who already are his enemies.

Alone, naive, and spoiled, Luke must learn of friendship and sacrifice, of duty and choice, of what is written and what will be. The world collapsing around him, Luke's actions could 
save the world or destroy it.

• Characters Come to Life Like Never Before. The most realistic character models ever used in the series. More detailed expressions allow players to connect with the 
characters even more with stunning character designs by Kosuke Fujishima.

• Roam free in a Flexible Motion Battle System. Not only does the player control his character by focusing on the targeted enemy, but a groundbreaking twist to the Tales 
series allows the character to run freely around the battlefield.

• A Stunning World Awaits. A fully 3D setting and beautiful anime cutscenes by Production I.G. immerse the player in one of the most stunning Tales games ever produced.
• New Town Link System. The actions of the story and characters reflect the world around them. The prices and availability of certain goods will change depending on the 

characters' actions, giving the player the feeling that his or her actions truly affect the world of the game.

Tales Of Xillia PlayStation 3 RPG 2013

Tales of Xillia follows Jude Mathis, a clever medical student attending school in the capital city, and Milla Maxwell, a mysterious woman accompanied by four unseen beings. Players 
will be able to choose either Jude or Milla at the outset of their adventure through the world of Rieze Maxia, where humans and spirits live together in harmony. The kingdom of 
Rashugal has been experimenting with a powerful source that led to draining the mana from the world. Realizing the harm it is inflicting on the world, Jude and Milla set off on a 
journey to destroy it and restore the mana back to the world. 

• A new way of graphic expression - Achieved by the development team's technique and knowledge accumulated over 15 years, the world and characters are portrayed in 
their natural, life-size state so that players can feel the characters and objects in the game as if they really exist there.

• "Dual Raid Linear Motion Battle System" - The latest version of the most dynamic battle system seen in JRPG gaming that allows players to have an advantage in the battle 
by using Linked Combat System to link two characters to team up in terms of attack, defence and support. Players can enjoy more tactical battles by changing the party 
members with backup members even during the battle.

• Deep and rich storyline described differently from two main characters' point of view - Pick from two main characters and unfold the storyline from each point of view and 
experience exclusive events that only appear when playing in Jude route or Milla route.

• Huge game content - In addition to the main storyline, explore the beautiful world of Rieze Maxia and take part in mini-quests, sub-plots to find unexpected aspects of the 
characters and many other features found throughout the world.

• First collaboration between the two prominent character designers - Beautiful anime-style character designs from Mutsumi Inomata and Kosuke Fujishima who have 
designed lots of characters for previous games in the Tales of series.

• Hyper linked combos - While characters are linked, their cooperative gauge called "Linked Artes Gauge" will fill up. Once the gauge is filled to some extent,,characters can 
perform special attacks called "Linked Artes" that change variously depending on the arte the controlled character uses. Once the gauge is full, the player can perform 
Linked Artes combos until the gauge becomes zero.

Tales of Xillia 2 PlayStation 3 RPG 2014

TALES OF XILLIA 2 focuses on the events a year after the climactic end of TALES OF XILLIA. Players assume the role of Ludger Kresnik, a young man with a zest of cooking who 
lives with his older brother and his cat, named Rollo. On his way to his first day at work for a local cafeteria he runs into a young girl named Elle Marta and the two soon become 
involved in an accident that will change both of their lives forever. 

TALES OF XILLIA 2 focuses its story theme around the concept of "choice", which is also expressed heavily in the game's overall gameplay mechanics. Throughout Ludger's 
journey the player will be able to decide how he reacts to various characters and situations. These choices can cause the story to branch out into different paths depending on the 
player's decisions. 

Tales of Zestiria PlayStation 3 RPG 2015

In a world divided by war as two powerful nations fight to rule and for ultimate supremacy, follow the journey of Sorey, a young man with a good heart looking for answers about an 
ancient lost civilization and seraphim, superior entities mentioned in legends. Together with his best friend Mikleo, Alisha - a knight girl found unconscious in collapsing ruins, Sorey 
and friends must set out on a journey to save their world, and will discover soon enough a powerful force is rising in the shadow... Welcome to Tales of Zestiria - your adventure 
starts now. 

• Diversified and huge! You'll discover vast environments throughout your adventure with the help of Seraphim.
• Advanced Battle System! Fusions between Sorey and seraphim bring about new strengths and incredible Artes. Plus there's no more need for loading screens or 

transition as the battle scenes are now seamlessly integrated into the environments.
• Medieval Fantasy World! Tumble head first into Sorey's epic journey across beautiful landscapes with a companionable cast of character and beautiful animations realized 

by the famous animation studio, ufotable.

Terranigma SNES RPG 1996

Thousand Arms PlayStation RPG 1999
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Threads of Fate PlayStation RPG 2000

Tomb Raider PlayStation Action; Adventure; 
Action/Adventure 1996

Climb, swim, and backflip your way through a maze of cryptic deathtraps so realistic you can practically smell the decaying flesh. Unload an arsenal of lethal firepower on any wild-
dog, giant lizard or blood-thirsty mercenary that gets in your way. Your mission is the deadliest one to date -- the recovery of the fabled Scion, an incredible treasure reputed to give 
its possessor vast power. Get ready to cross the globe to take on impossible odds while exploring Incan ruins, Ancient Rome, Egyptian Pyramids, and the Lost City of Atlantis...

Tomb Raider PlayStation 3 Action/Adventure 2013

Tomb Raider is a fresh reimagining of the classic action-adventure franchise and will explore the intense and gritty origin story of an iconic character. In the game, Lara Croft will 
ascend from a frightened young woman on her first adventure and emerge as a hardened survivor. Armed with only her instincts and her innate ability to push beyond the limits of 
human endurance, Lara must fight, explore, and use her intelligence to unravel the dark history of a forgotten island and escape its relentless hold. With high-octane cinematic set 
pieces, visceral third-person combat, and large levels for Lara to navigate and explore, Tomb Raider is aiming to reinvent the action genre and recapture fans' imagination with the 
original female video game heroine.

• Smart / Resourceful Lara - Lara must use her brawn and her brains to overcome an impossible situation. The player must guide Lara through physics puzzles, challenging 
environments, and a high-octane story to overcome a harrowing situation and make it off of the island alive.

• Combat - Tomb Raider is pushing the action genre forward with visceral third-person combat and a deep weapon and gear upgrade system that Lara will have to 
strategically employ to overcome increasingly difficult enemies and environments. If you like the Uncharted or Batman Arkham franchises, Tomb Raider's offering will 
compare favorably to these high quality experiences, but with a unique Survival Action twist.

• Dynamic Traversal - It wouldn't be Tomb Raider without certain signature elements. In addition to platforming, Lara will have to explore large areas to earn experience points 
that will upgrade her weapons and gear. One of the key elements of dynamic traversal is the gear gating gameplay loop: over the course of the game, Lara will continually 
improve her gear and will be able to reach previously inaccessible locations that will allow her to upgrade her gear and weapons even further.

• (X360) Xbox LIVE Achievements - Grow your Xbox LIVE gamer score as Lara pushes beyond the limits of human endurance and unravels the dark history of a forgotten 
island.

• (PS3) PlayStation Trophy Support - Accumulate PlayStation trophies as Lara pushes beyond the limits of human endurance and unravels the dark history of a forgotten 
island.

Tomb Raider II PlayStation Action; Adventure; 
Action/Adventure 1997

The unstoppable Lara Croft is back in Tomb Raider II, complete with the classic gameplay that made Tomb Raider a revolutionary gaming classic. Join Lara in her quest for the 
Dagger of Xian, reputed to possess the power of the dragon. But beware, Lara is not the only one in search of danger! Warrior Monks and crazed cult members plot against you as 
you travel from the remote mountain peaks of Tibet, the canals of Venice and even to the bottom of the sea.

Tomb Raider III: 
Adventures of Lara 
Croft

PlayStation Action; Adventure; 
Action/Adventure 1998

Join Lara in her biggest adventure to date in the phenomenal Tomb Raider series. Play through five huge worlds, in any order, on the quest for an ancient meteor rumored to have 
life-giving powers. New puzzles, environments, and even a few old enemies, like the infamous T-Rex await you. From the jungles of India to the icy wastes of Antarctica, across the 
rooftops of London and into the depths of Nevada's mysterious Area 51, Lara is ready for anything. Prepare to be amazed!

Tomb Raider: 
Chronicles PlayStation Action; Adventure 2000

Tomb Raider: Chronicles reveals four newly discovered, and previously untold adventures, taking you on a journey from the ruins of Rome, to the bowels of a German U boat, to the 
rooftops of a hi-tech city in a search of four ancient artifacts. In light of Lara's recent disappearance, those closest to her gather together at the Croft Estate on a gray, rainy day for a 
memorial service in her honor. Afterwards, the friends sit quietly together in the study of the Croft Mansion and provide new insights about Lara's past exploits; exploits that have 
until now remained a secret...

Tomb Raider: The Last 
Revelation PlayStation Adventure 1999

According to Egyptian legend, Horus, son of the light, outwitted the evil God Set and imprisoned him in a secret tomb. Five thousand years later, Lara Croft discovers the lost tomb 
and unwittingly unleashes the evil God Set, fulfilling the ancient prophecy of his return to plunge mankind into darkness! In a race against time, Lara must use all her wit and skill to 
re-imprison Set and save the world from Armageddon. Pursued at every turn by her arch-rival, the unscrupulous archaeologist Werner Von Croy, Lara embarks on a journey of 
discovery across Egypt, where she must overcome the most ingenious puzzles and infernal traps ever devised, and face terrifying evil from beyond the grave... With more twists and 
turns than an Egyptian labyrinth, this is heart stopping action-adventure; a Tomb Raider that truly offers... The Last Revelation.

Trap Gunner PlayStation Action 1998

Treasure Of The Rudas SNES RPG

Uncharted 4: A Thief's 
End

PlayStation 4 Action/Adventure 2016 Several years after his last adventure, retired fortune hunter Nathan Drake is forced back into the world of thieves. With the stakes much more personal, Drake embarks on his 
greatest adventure in a globe-trotting journey in pursuit of a historical conspiracy behind a fabled pirate treasure. Every treasure has its cost and this adventure will test Drake's 
physical limits, his resolve, and ultimately what he's willing to sacrifice to save the ones he loves. 
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UNCHARTED 4: A Thief's End is the latest installment of the award winning UNCHARTED series from acclaimed developer Naughty Dog. Launching exclusively for the 
PlayStation® 4 system, A Thief's End delivers the most thrilling UNCHARTED adventure yet with new gameplay mechanics, larger, more open environments, and enhanced 
graphics and animations that showcase the power of the PS4 system. 

Set three years after UNCHARTED 3: Drake's Deception, Nathan Drake has presumably left the world of fortune hunting behind. It doesn't take long for adventure to come calling 
when Drake's brother, Sam, resurfaces seeking his help and offering an adventure Drake can't resist. On the hunt for Captain Henry Avery's long-lost treasure, Sam and Drake set 
off to find Libertalia, the pirate utopia deep in Madagascar. UNCHARTED 4: A Thief's End takes players on a journey through jungle isles, urban cities and snow-capped peaks on 
the search for Avery's fortune. 

• Next-Gen Blockbuster Adventure: UNCHARTED 4 ushers in a more cinematic experience on the PS4 system with real-time cut scenes and new character animations to 
highlight Naughty Dog's signature storytelling.

• Dynamic Gameplay: Evolved mechanics give players many fresh approaches to gameplay, including new rope and grappling mechanics, added climbing moves and 
equipment, and seamless fluidity between melee, stealth, and combat.

• Expansive Environments: Varied and richly detailed environments open up with multiple navigation paths to encourage exploration. Gameplay and enemy AI strategically 
leverage the wider design and added verticality. 

• Drivable Vehicles: For the first time in UNCHARTED history, drive vehicles during gameplay to make big moments even more spectacular and interactive.
• UNCHARTED Multiplayer: UNCHARTED 4 will continue to evolve the franchise's multiplayer experience on PS4.

Vagrant Story PlayStation RPG 2000

Valhalla Knights 3 Playstation Vita Adventure 2013

Valkyrie Profile PlayStation Action; RPG 2000

Ragnarok, the end of the world, is coming. The forces of evil are gathering. You are the Valkyrie, one of the three goddesses who oversee the fates of men after death. Odin, lord of 
the gods, has ordered you to find suitable human souls to serve as his warriors, his Einherjar, for the upcoming apocalyptic war. Are you up to the challenge? Valkyrie Profile is an 
RPG that draws on elements of side-scrolling action games to produce a game with a flavor all its own. You, as the Valkyrie, will select one of three different difficulty levels, each 
with its own distinct features, and meet over ten characters to recruit and train in the ways of battle. Test their skills in a unique combo-based combat system that requires as much 
timing and speed as it does strategy. As your characters become stronger, customize their skills by distributing Capacity Points to give them new abilities, improve their statistics, or 
even to make them better people. Attack with punishing sword and spear moves, or cast spells with dazzling graphics that can fill the entire screen at once. Valkyrie will explore 
side-scrolling dungeons with a 3-D design, with richly detailed backgrounds and insidious puzzles. Climb, jump, run, and shoot beams of ice to overcome wandering monsters and 
difficult obstacles. Battle huge bosses to obtain artifacts that may help you along in your quest. However, remember your duty to Odin; send your strongest Einherjar to Valhalla, and 
track their progress in the great war through regularly timed events. Time marches onward, and you only have a limited number of actions with which to complete your quest, so use 
them wisely. Please Odin, and you will obtain useful items and weapons to help you along. Remember that how you perform, the decisions you make, will affect the path you take 
towards one of three different endings, so choose carefully. Enjoy the detailed and twist-filled storyline, and find out if you have what it takes to help the Aesir gods win the final battle 
of battles...

Valkyrie Profile 2: 
Silmeria PlayStation 2 RPG 2006

Hundreds of years before Lenneth's tale, another saga lies concealed by the gods. The valkyrie Silmeria once served Odin loyally, but after an incident ignited a conflict between 
them, Odin forcefully reincarnated her as a human. The human soul that would carry her spirit was that of Alicia, Princess of Dipan. Ordinarily, Silmeria's consciousness would have 
been sealed, her spirit dormant until she was next summoned… However, the forced transmigration causes Silmeria's spirit to awaken within Alicia, leaving two souls to inhabit a 
single body. The spirit that should have been sealed has awakened—a situation Odin will not ignore for long.

• This instalment introduces the new Photon Action System to the classic side-scrolling action format found in the original. Projecting photons grants players more freedom to 
explore and expands the action, resulting in challenging puzzles with clever solutions. Add to that "sealstones" that affect the laws of nature in dungeons, launching strategy 
to new heights.

• The unique, highly acclaimed battle system of the previous game has evolved into the Advanced Tactical Combination Battle System. Feel the exhilaration of accelerated 
battles raging across 3D environments for more spectacular and more strategic combat than ever before!

Vanguard Bandits PlayStation RPG 2000

White Knight 
Chronicles 2 PlayStation 3 RPG 2011

Continue the story of Leonard and the colossal White Knight in an epic adventure and enjoy online play in a vast fantasy world.

• Customise your characters, experience a dynamic new combat system and design your own attack strategies and combos.
• Team up online with up to five friends to tackle co-op quests, roam freely across the land or create and adapt your own communal town.
• Relive Leonard's original adventure with a fully remastered version of the first White Knight Chronicles also included.
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Wild ARMs PlayStation RPG 1997

Wild ARMs 2 PlayStation RPG 2000

The rebirth of a legend. Filgaia is faced with a new crisis. The people who are struggling to keep world peace establish the Awkward Rush & Mission-Savers (ARMS). Three young 
heroes join as members of the ARMS in the search for peace. And so the journey begins. From the producers of Legend of Legaia, Wild Arms 2 offers an intricate and rich story line 
that plunges players into an epic adventure full of impassioned characters, intense action, strategic battles, and powerful magic. While this sequel to the popular Wild Arms is still set 
in the world of Filgaia, it stars a completely new cast of characters. This new generation of heroes recalls the past game's crew, as the spunky Ashley, lovely Lilka, and banzai Brad 
recast the party roles from the first game. These three make up the ARMS team, or Agile Remote Mission Squad. Graphically, this sequel outshines its predecessor, featuring a 
polygonal field screen, the ability to rotate the camera, and more detailed characters. RPG fans that complain about too many random encounters will enjoy the new Encounter 
Canceling System. Players can also assign Personal Skill points to their character with every level up, allowing a level of customization absent from many console RPGs.

Wizards & Warriors NES Action 1987

Xenogears PlayStation RPG 1998

Xenosaga Episode I: 
Der Wille zur Macht PlayStation 2 RPG 2003

Xenosaga is set in a future where man has scattered among the stars with Earth becoming forgotten. Half a million worlds now make up the Star Cluster Federation, a massive 
Empire held together by the network of warps. The Vector Corporation administers this Unus Mundus Network under the leadership of Wilhelm. The Corporation aims to expand 
humankinds command of the galaxy, whether by hook or by crook.

• Enthralling, epic adventure with 80 hours of gameplay.
• Stunning graphics, breathtaking cinematics and beautifully rendered 3D environments.
• Music performed by the London Philharmonic Orchestra.
• 4 exhilarating mini-games.
• Innovative battle and control systems.

Xenosaga Episode II: 
Jenseits von Gut und 
Bose

PlayStation 2 RPG 2005

In Xenosaga® EPISODE II, thousands of years into a war-torn future, humanity has advanced to such a degree that its substantial resources of weapons and technology distort the 
boundaries of human limits. In this sequel, contend for control over the original Zohar to unravel its mystery and defeat the threat of the Gnosis. Customize your characters using 
over a hundred different skills and take control of a deeper, more evolved combat system. In Xenosaga EPISODE II, humanity must depend on their will to survive in the battle for 
the holy grail that could be their only savior ... or biggest threat yet.

• An extensive experience system features over 100 different skills to customize the characters to the player's preference. 
• A new and improved complex battle system utilizes team combination attacks, a refined boost system, double team attacks, and zone attack/break system. The turn-based 

battle requires even more strategy and provides a deeper challenge. 
• Shion, KOS-MOS and other favorite EPISODE I characters return with more mature, refined character designs and all new mechs. 
• Hours of dazzling cinematics are complimented by high-quality English voice acting. Complex and philosophical themes add depth to an already sophisticated, dramatic 

storyline that could stand on its own as an intricately woven masterpiece.

Xenosaga Episode III: 
Also Sprach 
Zarathustra

PlayStation 2 RPG 2006

Xenosaga® EPISODE III: Also sprach Zarathustra ("Thus Spoke Zarathustra") A year has passed since Xenosaga II. Shion has resigned her post at Vector Industries after realizing 
that the company is deeply connected to the cause of the Gnosis phenomenon. She has thus joined Scientia, an underground organization, in order to unveil Vector's true 
objectives. The development of KOS-MOS is to be cancelled, and a mysterious android, T-elos appears to be taking KOS-MOS' place. Shadows of suspicion and conspiracy 
surround T-elos. Uncover the future of mankind in this much-anticipated conclusion to the Xenosaga trilogy.

• Over 8 Hours of Movies Including Voiced Cut Scenes. Pre-rendered cut scenes and real-time cut scenes with dramatically enhanced models, as well as in-game voiced cut 
scenes with anime-style 2D portraits unveil an epic story.

• The Exciting Conclusion to an Epic Trilogy. Building on the deeply philosophical and existential storyline of the first two titles, the concluding chapter in the series brings 
closure to the remaining mysteries in the highly acclaimed story.

• Updated Battle System. Battles are intuitive and fun, combining the best aspects of the first two games' battles, while introducing the new Break system.
• Customize Your Characters. A branching skill set promotes character specialization and diversification. Strategic party management is more highly rewarded, adding 

another level of depth to game strategy.
• Money/Shops Are Back! Buy, barter, and sell any items or equipment, allowing you to upgrade your characters and E.S.s frequently.
• An In-Game Database is Your Veritable "Xeno Bible". An easily accessible database of every detail: important events, people, items, keywords, locations, weapons, back-

story, phenomenon, townspeople, associations and companies.
• Challenge Yourself and Friends with new Mini-games. With 60 pre-made levels to complete, the Xenosaga puzzle mini-games add a new type of challenge for the player, 

and rewards his performance. The mini-game map editor also lets players create, play and share their own custom maps with friends.
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Young Merlin SNES Adventure 1993
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